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LOSS OF THE TITANIC IN THE
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KEEP

El JERSEY VILL CONGRESS

'

UNITED

STATES WILL PROTECT
AMERICANS EVEN IF CUBAN
EXECUTIVE KICKS

TO

ACTUM

TO STOP THE

TO PREVENT

TODAY

WAR

CUE"

PRESIDENT

his

TAFT DOES NOT END INFORMS GENERAL
OROZCO IT THAT IS THE REASON, HE
SAYS,
s
WILL REMOVE MADERO IF
campaign
HE TOOK A BRIBE IN
'minute
GIVEN SUPPORT.
TRIAL

until last

McNA-MAR-

"Without any pretension to experl-- i
nos or special knowledge of nautical WILL NOT WAIT
TREATY ROOSEVELT GOES BACK EQME A NEW MEXICAN SITUATION NEWSPAPER
affairs, nevertheless I am of the opin
J!EN
OF
ion that very few Important facts
IF
OR
MARINES
SOLDIERS
SEE
ANNOUNCES
which were susceptible of being known
HE WILL
REMAIN IT APPEARS THAT LAW MAKERS LOS ANGELES SCRIBES
MUST EXREVOLUTIONISTS CUTTING
IN RETIREMENT UNTIL THE
escaped our soruliny. Energy is often
WILL DESERT TEIR
PLAIN WHERE THEY GOT
more desirable than learning, and the
TO
UP THEY WILL ACT
CONVENTION
PRESIDENT,
THE "DOPE"
inquisition serves ,a useful purpose to
the state.
"In the construction of the Titanic," REBELS HAVE SMALL FOEEE TAFT
IS
FULL
OF
AID
HOPE TCHEEON
IS WELL
ARED PREDICTED BAEIW'S LOSING
continued the senator, "no liimt of
cost circumscribed their endeavor and
NINE THOUSAND
GOVERNMENT THE
PRESIDENT BELIEVES
HE UOIN5UL 13 INFORMED
IT CAN DECLARED IN NEWS ITEMS THAT
when this vessel took Its place at the
TROOPS COULD CRUSH THEM
WILL CARRY THE STATE
head of the line every modern imHOLD OUT AGAINST THE
TELEPHONIC
EVIDENCE
WITH EASE
PRIMARIES
provement in shipbuilding was supposINSURRECTOS.
WOULD BE USED
ed to have been realized; so confident
were they that both owner and buildWashington, May 28. The United
Newark, N. J., May 28. More than
Chihuahua, Mex., May 2S. UnoffiLos Angeles,
May 28. The con
er were eager to go upon the trial States Is prepared to send marines half a million voters in New
Jersey cial ,advices have been received art tempt case of Detective R. J. Foster
trip.
and bluejackets to the Interior of Cuba today have their oportunity to influ General Orozco's
fieadquarters that was transferred this morning by
"When the crisis came a state of for the
protection of American and ence the selection of presidential can an emissary
the con- Judge Huttontoteh court of Presiding
representing
absolute
uuyrepa; euiiess stupenea roreign interests, where necessary. didates next month at Chicago and
block
of
the
Mexican
con- Judge Willis of the superior court
trolling
both passengers and crew and, in their and where no Cuban forces are avail Baltimore.
Theodore Roosevelt went gress is on his way here to
After the Foster matter was disposed
propose
the
went
despair,
down, carry able for that purpose, even though to his home In Oyster Bay last night to Orozco
ship
CONDUCT OF CREW NOT PRAISEWORTHY ing
that if he will recognize of, the Darrow trial was resumed with.
as needless a sacrifice of noble President Gomez should object to such to
stay there until after the republi the congressman, the
women and brave men as ever clus a course.
majority or George N. Lockwpod again on the
can convention, except for a trip to that
body in return will remove stand.
tered about the Judgment Seat in any
It emphatically is held at the state Gettysburg, Pa., Thursday for a Memo President
Madero from power.
Under direct examination by tha
single moment of passing time.
department that American marine and rial day address.
Senator Smith Declares that Many of the Officers Did Not Do "We shall leave to the honest Judg navy
district attorney the witness said tha
officers are expected to take
President Tart, however, set out
Torreon It Safe.
his idea in playing the part ho did
ment of England the painstaking chas such measures as become
iueir umy aua tuai uiscipune was aactiy Lacking
necessary from Atlantic City this morning to
kl Paso, Tex., May 28. Torreon in the trapping of Franklin was "to
ot
tne
tisement
British
board
of
to
protect American and foreign plan- make a last appeal to the voters. Both is well defended
quate Life Saving Apparatus Was Not Used to Its
agninst rebel at- - prevent a great crime." He had no
trade, to whose laxity of regulation tations. No foreign government hat the Taft and Roosevelt
Full Capacity, Asserts Committee Chairman
managers pre (tacks, acording to a message receiv intention of
and hasty inspection the world is yet communicated with the United dict
keeping the alleged bribe
sweeping pluralities for their re- ed here
early today by E. U. Llornte, money offered him, he said.
Better Laws Are Proposed
largely indebted for this awful fatal- States on the subject of protection of
,
spective candidates.
the Mexican consul, who Inquired of
Lockwood'8 cross examination was
Of
ity.
contributing causes there its interests and it Is understood this
Senator La Follette's friends declar- Albert
Aguillar, chief of arms at Tor begun at 10:20 o'clock by Counsel Earl
were many. In the face of warning great nation aims to make such action
ed that he will make a good showing.
reon,
concerning the report that Rogers. Rogers' first question was
signals, speed was increased and mes- unnecessary.
rThe opponents of Governor
Washington, May 28. The Titanic
Wilson Torreon had
Other conclusions presented, in
fallen,
of danger seemed to stimulate
why Lockwood had dropped the $500
sages
was
Cuba
notiifed
ear
as
of
officially
which
in
disaster
1,517 brief, we're as follows:
April 15,
are, colufident of electing "unlnstruct-ed- "
Is absolutely false," wired Ag tendered' him by C. E, White on tha
"It
to action rather than to persuade
her
ly aa last Friday that it was the pursouls went .down amid Icebergs off
Before the Titanic departed on her
delegates In the city.
to fear.
uillar, "that Torreon has fallen Wo morning of November 28, 1911. Tha
pose of the Unl d States to concen- the banks of New Foundland, was maiden voyage there were no suffi- her
Twenty-eigh- t
delegates will be Ithe bands of the rebels and It nev witness said that It was dropped as a
"The Titanic rushed onward on her trate a naval f I ce in Cuban waters.
the theme of a speech, a report and cient testa of toilers, bulkheads,
chosen, four at large and two from er will, because it has a
true course one recognized as appro-ji- t
strong garri- signal to watching detectives that th
is now known
the demonstration each of the 12 congressional districts.
proposed legislation in the senate
equipment or signal devices.
son to defend It."
and
money for his alleged pnisery nna
priate
upon
mariners
agreed
by
was
not an immlsive movement, but In addition the ballots have a
i
AiS,.r.B
w ui,.3i, aim, view were
place
..rangers iioi,,
paid and the deal cfnecd. Altor
west- - W part of a eai'J 'Hv prepared plan on
for
highway
jbeen
international
for direct presidential vote. ,
tUd,tor
UUaa., Allien SuiiUi oi tuoji oilier and not famUuV with f.,6 ,
few
a
more questions, Rogers went
Relief
8hi
e!3, yet'uahscous at this
Delayed,
re-United
Sia
tc
part of .ihi
Michigan, submitted the report of the stilus implements or tools, and n season of the
Aboard
into
witness' part leading t!ra la- the
28.
w
Buford,
Transport
May
year, hen the Labrador if tore order in Cuba by moral influence
Roosevelt Is Unconstitutional"
investigation by the senate com drill or station practice took place current may be
to Lockwood's successive employment
(By wireless to Los Angeles.)
masses
vast
f
poli-olie
a
in
bearing
possible, by Intervention,
Salem, N. J., May 28. In the clos
merce committee, a feature of which and no helpful discipline prevailed.
ice across the track nf china
Hampered by head winds and seas, as a peace officer.
- i
was the condemnation ot the captain
ing hours of his campaign through the Buford with 384 American refuThe speed of the Titanic was 24 y scores of these
Asked why ho had suggested II. II.
towering
American
The
glaciers
question of whether
New Jersey President Taft declared
of the steamer Callfornian for not miles an hour at time of the acci- planted themselves in
Yonkln
as "stakeholder" of the bribe
will
gees
at
not
arrive
aboard,
San
the very path- marines and sailors would be sent tc In a speech at Pittman. that it was
going to the aid of the sinking ves dent, although officers of the Titanic way of this ship and were so
until
noon
Diego
and
money
at
or
objected to White, the
Wednesday
Amerito
large the interior of Cuba
protect
his highest duty, as he conceived
sel; delivered a speech In which he had been advised of the presence of and so numerous that, in the absence
lives and property was answer 1 it, to come out before the voters and later. The seven cases of typhoid witness said he thought Yonkln wouM
can
took
much
personally
stronger Icebergs by the steamships Baltic, of fog, they should have been
make a better witness for the state
easily specifically at the state .department ask their aid in defeating Colonel taken aboard the transport at Mazatground in reviewing the disaster and Amerika and Callfornian.
lan are convalescent.
He
had made no, effort, he said, to '
discernible by the lookout, if, as he
today as follows:
Roosevelt. He said he opposed Rooseintroduced measures designced to
e
Forty-onof the refugees will be warn White, who had. been old friend.
Passengers were not advised of dan-- says in his testimony, he had been
"If a commander of an American velt "because of his unconstitutional
attorsafeguard life in ocean traffic.
ger, although President Ismay of the supplied with glasses.
force now on the island sees or hears views" and, added: "To nominate him landed at San Diego. One hundred Ills relations with the district
One of the most importanit recom White tSar line, who was
were
entered
into
at
and
ney
27
length.
missionaries
sixty.including
taking the
Smith
knew
"Captain
tne sea and of a Cuban holding his machete over is to depart from the wise tradition
mendations' was for stricter inspec- vessel's maldem voyage, was Inform- his clear
Employes of a Los Angeles newseye and steady hand had oft- the head of an American, he certainly that limits two terms as enongh for of the Church of the Nazarene, will
tion of vessels by the federal steam ed. No general alarm was given nc? en guided his
were summoned to appear, in
leave
the
paper
at
San
vessel
Pedro
and
ship through dangerous Is not going to enter negotiations with any man,"
boat inspection service and the meet any organized system of safety un-- j
the rest, 383, will be landed at San order that Judge Hutton could deterpaths; for 40 years storms sought in Cuba and question Washington as to
mine who was responsible for the pubing of all requirements of American dertaken.
Francisco.
vain to vex hlm or menace his craft whether he shall stop it or not."
Wilson Wins Minnesota
Of the 1,324 passengers and S9 mem- - Hiss indifference to
lication yesterday of an interview, in
navigation laws by every vessel clearGo
Sf8.
Officials
believe
was
here
President
one
of
danger
Returns
St. Paul, Minn., May
which Foster was quoted as having
bers of the crew on board,, there was the direct and
ing from an American port
Orozco
Gets
How,
Money.
contributing causes of mez was perfectly aware of the In today show that Woodrow Wilson was
It was one of the noteworthy days room in lifeboats for only 1,178 per-Los Angeles., May 28. A great part said that he would convict Darrow
fthis( unnecessary tragedy, while his tentions of the United States even be Indorsed at the democratic caucus
of the present session of congress. sons, and because of lack of orderly own willingness to die was
with his telephonic device. Judge Hut-to- n
the expiat fore he received notice of the approach held yesterdaz in a majority o the of the funds to finance the Mexican
Almost all of the senators were in discipline the boats took off only 704 ing evidence of his
declared the publication of the Inrevolution is being derived by Gen
fitness to
ing rendezvous of the fleet at Key counties of Minnesota.
Champ Clark
to be "most reprehensible."
terview
their seats. The galleries were persons, 12 being rescued from the those at us who knew him well live;
Orozco
eral
from
and
express
freight
not West. President Gomez's public pro failed to carry a district in the state
the controversy which folcrowded. The senate passed a joint water.
on
During
in anger, but in sorrowfile one spe- test is taken here to have been a
Mexican
the
national
receipts
except the Fourth, in which he will
lowed
the
resolution extending the thanks of
Officers of the White Star line "bat- cific
filing of affidavits in- - sup
R.
E.
to
Jones,
charge aginst him, overconfid-enc- e move calculated to assure the Cuban be given solid delegates from Ram railroad, according
of
a
Inand
congress
request for Foster's citation-Chi- ef
and neglect to heed , the
appropriating $1,000 for tled with the truth" after receiving
Fargo & port
people that he was not seeking to sey, Chicago and Washington coun vice president of Wells
Counsel
a medal to Captain Arthur H. Ros formation from their Montreal office
Earl Rogers of the detowho
in
is
Los Angeles
warnings of his friends; but, maintain his administration in power ties. If the unit rule prevails at Dui-ut- Company,
Fredfense and District Attorney
iron oi me uarpatnia, ana also a Monday morning following the acci- In his horrible dismay, wlhen
a
after
into
the
southern
day,
influence.
trip
American
his through
"
however, as now seems probable,
to
came
vote of thanks ito the Carpathia's dent.
blows
almost
when
erick's
brain was afire with honest retribuIf the Cuban government puts a well all ot Minnesota's 24 delegates to republic'1
ifH
crew.
that
asserted
the
Senator Smth condemned "antiquat tion, we can still see, in his
publication
"The rebels are operating the rail- Rogers
manly armed force of 9,000 men in the field Baltimore will go instructed for the
of the interview was a flagrant at
'ine resolution was introduced by ed shipping laws and overripe admin bearing and his tender solicitude
for within a day or two, as it is reported New Jersey governor. On the face or road and taking, or course, all reSenator Smith. It was adopted im- istrative boards" and asked that all the safety of women and little children it will, the rebel movement should
tempt by the National Erectors' as- the returns Wilson has 662 instructed ceipts from freight, passengers and scoiation, which employs Foster, to inact
renations
in
Senator
of
.
mediately.
together
some traces of his lofty spirit
MaryRayner
shipping
be
delegatesf Clark 193; Bryan 37, and expressage," said Mr. Jones. "The fluence the jury. He accused Foster
land, in a speech arraigned Ameri forms. "New laws." he said, "will
itotal amounts to abour,
One of the Cuban generals in Orien-t- e fiS unlnstructed.
$375,000 a
"The mystery of hia indifference to
wlthoht qualification of attempting to
can navigation laws and drew les- beet testify our affection for the
month.
reb
armed
of
number
estimates
the
when
'other
and
danger,
less preten"reach" the jury.
dead."
sons from the accident. '
Is
or
in
"Orozco
S.O00
in
the field at between
tious vessels doubled their lookout or els
conducting affairs
Roosevelt . Supporters Meet
Greater part for the blame for the Captain Rostron, of the rescue ship
Chihuahua like a dictator," Mr.
and that perhaps 6,000 or 7,000
stopped their engines, finds no reason28 Illinois delegates
A FREAK
WOMAN.
Titanic disaster ia chargeable direct- Carpathia was praised by Senator able
are Chicago, MayRoosevelt were invited Jones continued. ."In addition to the
revolutionists
In conjecture of spec unarmed negro
hypothesis
for
28.
Mrs.
Instructed
David
May
Chicago,
to
bmitn
the
failure of the .dead Captain
ami.ne urged that congress ulation; science in shipbuildng was roaming In the province awaiting dely
railroad receipts he recently helped
Beach completed a journej' .. fui
today to visit Oyster Bay next SatSmith to heed repeated warnings of recognize his valor. ,
out, the revolutionary finances by from New
supposed to have attained perfection velopments.
urday. The objecf of the meeting, the
end
At the outset, Senator Smith
ycrk to Chicago
de and to have- icebergs ahead, but resiponsiblllty for
When the cruiser Cuba, which left
compelling the banks to take $1,200,-00- 0
to
spoken her last word;
was
declared,
Roosevelt
leaders
gave to Mnyrr Harrison a me wu-- "unnecessary loss of life must be shared fended the course of his committee mastery of the ocean had at last been Havana yesterday, arrives at Santiain bonds. The Banco Nacional which
concerted action by
she. Tecelved from Mnyor Oay- by Captain Lord of the steamship in holding British subjects to secure achieved; but overconfidence seems to go ' with reinforcements the Cuban discuss plans for
of Chihuahua took $4,000,000 worth of
the
in
states
Ventral'
advancing
nor. During the long walk which
the
Callfornian, through his disregard of their testimony without delay, and have dulled the facaltfe? ' lis-- '
will
these bonds and promptly closed its
illy so government 'forces in the field
of Colonel Roosevelt
consumed littfle more than 42 davs.
distress signals. This is the finding briefly answered criticism of his lack alert. With the
number probably 4,000 troops. So far, candidacy Roosevelt' - supporters be doors. The cashier of another bank
atmosphere
literally
'
Mrs. Beach subsisted on uncooked
Chicago
.
of the senate committee which Inves- of nautical knowledge.
rebcharged with warning signals and according to official advices, the
presi- who refused to buy any of the bonds food of a
of
the
former
lieve
the
position
the
vegetarian nature.
tigated
"Our course was simple and plain wireless messages
In
sinking of the Titanic, as
registering their els have taken forcibly $6,000
on the proposed election of Sen- was thrown into Jail and Is there
dent
to gather the fact relating to this last
prepared In a comprehensive speech
appeal, the stokers in the engine money and have destroyed by fire ator Root as temporary chairman of yet."
WOOL MARKET BRISK
delivered by William Alden Smith, of disaster while they were still vivid room fed their fires with
fresh fuel, fully $80,000 worth of sugar cane.
the national convention will bo clear
Boston, May 28. There is more ac
Michigan, chairman of the committee. realities," he said.. "Questions of diregistering in that dangerous
place
ly defined at the Saturday meeting.
Senator Smith declared that respon-sbilit- verse citizenship gave way to the uni- her
tivity in the domestic wool market
fastest speed.
OIL MEN MEET.
The Invitations came through Medill
with some large transfers of old terri
also rests upon the British versal desire for the simple truth. It
GOVERNOR TO INVESTIGATE.
"Nature gave a warning of apwho
MoCormick. Ormsby McHarg,
Casper, Wyo., May 28 Steps to tory stock and continued
board of trade, "to whose laxity of was of paramount Importance, that
bidding for
so significant that pasDenver, May 28. Govern..)'- John K has charge of the Roosevelt contests, secure uniform legislation on oil proproaching
peril
the new clip. Prices hold fairly stearegulation, and hasty Inspection, the we should act quickly to 'avoid Juris sengers In stateroom and
Shafroth today promised to investi- declared that his preparations were ducts tests will be. considered by the
steerage
world is largely Indebted for the aw- dictional confusion and organized op- shut out
dy both for old and new wool. Rethe chill and spoke to one gate a report that, Servia i iiiinei f plactically complete for the contest Wyoming Oil Men's
association,
ful fatality." In denouncing Captain position at home or abroad.
ports from the west as well as from
We, of another of the sudden cold. Sailors seeking work at Delagua, C:U-- . weie
committee hearings which are to be- which began Its annual two day ses- the fleece wool section indicate
Lord, of the Callfornian, the senator course, recognized that the ship was off the Grand Banks knoi the Imporvery
Tf
tiOt
relinf ;s
meeting interference.
gin June 6. He asserted that regard- sion here today. Other matters to firm prices for all grades. said the Tltanic's.'distress signals were under a foreign flag; but the lives of
to less of the outcome of the delegates be considered are the discrimination
tance of the thermometer, which is secured an appeal will be
Old territory wool averaged 21
plainly seen from the deck of his ves- many of our own countrymen had alpiost as necessary to their
safety as the Austrian consul, according to a contests Colonel Roosevelt would be In freight rates, touching oil and min- cents for fine
sel a short distance away.
been sacriflcea and the safety of many is the compass. Even the
staple while old washletter received by Secretary of State the republican nominee.
quartermasing machinery and the administra- ed delaine brings 30 cents. QuotaAmerica will leave to England the had been put in grave peril, and U
ter, Hichens,, who regularly took the Pearse. The latter, it is aliened,
"There will be about 2G0 contests," tion's conservation policy. Addresses tions for new wool
chastisement of those guilty, asserted was vital that the entire , matter
vary considerably.
temperature of the water from the sets forth that deputy sheriff and said Mr: McHarg, "and we expect to by Goveror Carey and former Gover- Montana
the senator, and he quoted British law should be reviewed before an Ameriwool sells from 19 to 21
'It suddenly became bit-- mine guards appeared at a recent win at least a majority of them for. nor B. B. Brooks,
sea, said:
president of the cents while In Ohio the best new cdlps
to show that Captain Lord might be can tribunal if legislative action was
meeting and ordered the Servians to
association, are the features of to- are bringing 23 to 25 1. cents.
to be taien for future guidance.
prosecuted for a misdemeanor.
'
Very
(Continued on Page Four).
leave town.
(Continued on Page Five)
day's program.
little old wool is left in eastern bins.
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is the greatest
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known to medicine.
is wonderfully
an aid to
effective
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the circulation of the;

HOUSE

Santa Fe, N. M.. May 2$. The house
yesterday afternoon started with
new calendar, the H Inkle
artesian well for the afternoon session
having displaced the Ropers artesian
well hill and a merry fight was antici' '
pated.
Seven other bills were on the calen-- '
dar for final action. House BUI No.
126 hy Speaker Baca, relative to tramways for mining purposes; House Bill
No. 46 by Speaker Baca to found the
institute; House Bill
No. 179, by Hilton to extend the time
for procuring deeds on the Socorro
grant from the city of Socorro; House
Bill No. 232, iby Llewelly and Moreno defining Sunday and closing saloons from 11:30 p. m. Saturday to 5
a. m. Monday; House Bill No. 214 by
Sanchez, an act to compel Itinerant
vendors to pay license; Hons Bill No
229, by M. C. da Baca, an act to regulate the floating of logs in New Mexico streams, and the Paiikey drinking
on
cup bill. Aa unfinished business
the speaker's table was House Bill No.
191, by Moreno and Llewellyn, an act
to take the place of the federal Edmunds act abrogated by New Mexico
'
becoming a state.
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It suits the most exacting French chef. It suits the housewife. It
is found in luxurious villas in camps in farms in humble city homes.
Everybody uses it ; everybody likes it. It bakes, broils, roasts and
toasts as well as a coal range.
It is equipped with a special heating plate, and we sell the New
Perfection oven, broiler, toaster, and pancake griddle.

e

Fret

with Xt"?)i

Cook- -

look
every stove.
Cook

All dealers sell the stove. It is handsomely
finished in nickel, with cabinet
top, drop
shelves, towel racks, etc Long chimneys, enameled turquoiie-blu- e.
I, 2 or 3 burners.

Book
tnven to
anyone sending
5 cents to corer
mailing cost.
also

,

n

i

ata f

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Denver,

J

Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne,
Boise, Sslt Lake City

Butte,

r

This Sale For Cash Only
some
Our entire line of women's millinery, including
all exclusive styles,
"Gage" hats, all new, this season's models,
at
sale
this
for
to
$15.00
worth $3.50

25 PER CENT, DISCOUNT
All of our V09I Dress Good, and Silks, including all the
neweason's weaves in all desirable colors, also a number of
both wool and
very attractive and exclusive dress pattern in
silk for this sale, at

20 PER CENf DISCOUNT
Y.-&-

Women's Waists
Dainty lingerie waists in

a

MM IV

special for this sale,

mm

95c EACH

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

All of our Sheer White Goods, including
fabrics, plain or fancy, at

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

Las Voas'LoadingStero

1B6

Lai Vou'LoadinSfora

.

i

&.&0S(Mixm6 Son

South SldoPloja

Bill No. 164,

or a state tax on autos fended his proposition. He said he
House
had not a dollar Invested in artesian
Speaker Baca presided. There be wells; that he had acceded to the Hining a large number of engrossed bills kle plan of taxation, but that the mato be read, Speaker Baca ordered
jority of the delegates at the artesian
their reading while, the house was at well convention at Roswell, demanded
the game time transacting other busi a change in hoards and
supervisors.
"
ness.
BJanchard asked: "How many well
The special order of the day, the owners were at this convention?" It
Hinkle artesian well bill, was taken was declared that
only 150 well ownup In committee of the whole at the ers were at the convention.
Evans
same time with the Rogers artesian said that the
Rogers billlrepresents
well bill. Labadle presided over the only
of the will owner;
committee of the whole. The Hinkle that there are 1,100 wells' in Chaves
bill was then read section by section. and
Eddy counties, 400 in the latter
The following new bills were intro and less than a dozen Edd bounty well
duced:',
fi
owrers
wore at the coh'jutlon.
He
House Bill No. 251, by M. C. de Baca
qudred President Haymaker, who prean act providing for the appointment sided over
the artesian well convenof an educational commission to intion, against the Rogers and In favor
vestigate the education condition and of the Hinkle bill. Rogers retorted
needs of New Mexico. The commis- that
Haymaker was one of those who
sion is to consist of Frank H. H. Rob- desired to
legislate himself into office
erts of Las Vegas; Bonifacio Montoya
permanently. Toombs spoke at length
of Bernalillo; Secretary of State
and forcibly in favor of the Hinkle
Attorney General Clancy and bill. Llewellyn took the same stand
Superintendent of Public Instruction and opposed legislating artesian well
White. The bill carries $250 for sten- officials out of office.
ographic work.
Tully moved to rise and recommit
House Bill No. 252, by Downs, an the bill
to' a committee consisting of
act regulating the changing the time
Rogers, Gage and Mullen. The last
ana. manner of electing justices of the
named asked his name stricken from
peace and constables. These officials the committee. Llewellyn moved that
are to be elected when county officials Evans be
added to ' the committee.
are elected and to take office on FebEvans and Gage Insisted upon immeruary 1, under this bill.
diate action by the committee of the
House Bill No. 253, by Hilton,
an whole Labadie declared
Tully's moact appropriating $10,000 for the con- tion out of
order. Tully amended his
struction of a wagon bridge on Camino motion and the committee
rose, recomReal In Socorro county. The bridge Is
the speaker recommit
that
mending
to tie near La Joya
to be namthe bill to a
House Bill No. 254, by Nichols, by
ed by the speaker.
request, an act providing for the admission of foreign railroad corporaone-tent-

Lu-cer-
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OFFICIAL NEWS FROM
THE STATE CAPITAL.

Antonio.
House Bill No. 256, by Carter, an act
Santa Fe, N. M., May
requiring common carriers by railroads
Treasurer
O. N. Marron this mornto equip all locomotives with electric
received $1,000 frpm Chaves
ing
headlights.
county to be placed to the credit of
The Artesian Well Bill
It was with some difficulty that the the state road fund, as a part contribution for the construction of the
Rogers and Hinkle bill were consider
ed simultaneously. It was finally ar- Mescalero Sands road.
Commencement Address.
ranged that the Hinkle bill reading
Former Governor
L.
Bradford
section by section should proceed and
wherever It diverged from the Rogers Prince will address the students of
bill that amendments be offered em- the New Mexico Normal University
The main on commencement day, at Las Vegas
bodying th divergence.
differences are that the Hinkle bill next Thursday on the subject "Be

five was on motion of Mullens
ed so that appeal will be from
tesian well supervisors to the
court, if the apeal ls takn

amend-- ;

the ardistrict
within

the proper time.
Gage read a telegram from Enfield,
Blake and Williams of Artesia, asking
for the retention of the present artesian well hoards as provided by the
Hinkle bill. Rogers vigorously de

Strong."
Bar Examiners.

The hoard of bar examiners will
hold a meeting on June 28 and 29 to
examine applicants for the bar. The
board will meet for a week or it we
prior to the examination to pass ot
applications.
Wife Deserter Arrested.
Frank Torres was recently arrested at Doming by Mounted Policeman J.
A. Beal and charged with wife desertion.- The grand jury now in session
Indicted the prisoner for the alleged
offense which Beal says Is not a new
.
one for Torres.
Examined Life Insurance Company.

Peter

Llenau,

deputy

South SidoPlajo,

Established, loot
:

throws the expense of artesian well
inspection and protection on the
wells, while the Rogers bill throws it
on the entire county, that the Hinkle
bil retains the present artesian well
supervisors and boards, while the
Rogers bill provides for new artesian
well districts and officials. Section

.

All of our figured Wash Goods such as Lawns, Batistes,
Dimities, Boucle Voiles, Shadow Voiles and Tissues, worth
Oc to 35c per yard, for this sale, at

$2.25

tions.
House Bid No. 255, by Hilton, an

the "Unweave"

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

.Very attractive waists of Striped Messaline cr Pcngee Silk
ajsoa few solid colored Messaline, all tastefully trimmed, regular $3.00 values, special each

Established

it

White Goods

variety of styles, wolh $1.25,

'

I

The New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e
Suits Everybody

Cook-stov-

It
lift

it?

ent of insurance returned late Saturday from Amarillo, Texas, where he
conducted an examination, jointly
with the insurance
department of
Texas, Into the affairs of the Amarillo National Life Insurance company.
The report will not be made public
until Hhe company has had the opportunity to reply.
Department of Education.
The state department of education
is sending out its third
set of
eighth grade examination questions.
Over 600 pupils are taking the examination this year, the largest In ihe
hipWy of New Mexico and a Jjery
lar
percentage ar passing it
Each successful candidate
Is given a certificate from the state
which will admit them to any high
school in New Mexico.
Inspected Road.
State Engineer C. D. Miller, Land
Commissioner R. P. Ervien 'and Senator B. F. Pankey left the city yester-

day morning in the Pankey motor car
to inspect that portion of the Santa
road running through and
adjacent to the Pankey ranch near
The road Is in the beat of
Lamy.
condition through the ranch being

superintend-

-

i

kept up by Mr. Pankey. The .state
will do some work or the other side
of the ranch. Metal sign boards ou
gas pipe will be placed this week
by the Roswell good roads boosters.
KENTUCKY DEMOCRATS MEET
28.
Louisville,
Ky., May

Ken-tucky- 'e

i

has risen. Governor Harmon is not
regarded as a factor in the contest,
while Congressman Underwood, who,
like Mr. Clark, is a native of Kentucky, has not solicited the support of.
the Democrats In this State.
The Clark supporters are preparing
to fight hard to have tomorrow's conventions Instruct for the speaker. But
In spite of these aggressive efforts. It
appears possible 'that the wish of
some of the prominent leaders that
Kentucky's delegation go uninstruct-e- d
to Baltimore may be realized.
It is expected that the big fight in
yie convention will be, not over the
selection of delegates to Baltimore or
on the question of instructing the
delegation, but over the control of
the state organization. The fight ia
between Henry Watterson and Senator-elect
Ollie James on one hand and
former Governor Beckham and General Percy Hly on the other.

twentysix delegates to the
democratic national convention will
be selected in this city tomorrow. The
state convention, which will name
the , to.w delegates-at-large- ,
will tie
preceded earlier in the day by the
conventions of the eleven congressional districts,, the delegates to which
will serve later as the 1,224 delegates
to the tate convention.
Kentucky has no favorite son in the
field for the presidential nomination,
but the sentiments expressed by the
party leaders now assembled In the
city indicates that the undoubted
preference Is for. Champ Clark, who Is
a native of the Blue Grass State. For
a time. Woodrow Wilson appeared to
have the call in Kentucky, but the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY .
controversy between the New Jersey Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
governor and Henry Watterson chang- Tablets. Druggists refund money If
ed the situation materially. As Wil- R falls to caret. E. W. GROVE'S
sigson stock has declined, Clark stock nature Is on
eacsj box. 25c

WHY IT PMWB TO BUY'
jaOWERTlSED m IBS

28.-S- tate
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All of our women's dresses including the most desirable
style models in Silk, Wool or Lingerie, fan excellent variety
from which to choose, worth $3.50 to $65.00, for this sale, at

act appropriating $1,400 for the improvement of the Rio Grande at San

NtevTrfcctim

waT

e

com-mite-

h

11(0)

1

of waterlogged land In jhe Pecos
ley alone. The bill isi to be made the
special order for Friday, 2 p. m,
e
Miguel E. Baca chairman of the
on Irrigation will Introduced the
measure.
Senate
Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca
It took over half an
. presided again.,
hour to read the journal of Thursday
and Friday.
Six petition asking for the creation
of S muer county were read. Also a
miiorial for the American Sunday
Biol urion protesting against the year extra, passed 24 tofjO.
Amended Senate Bill No. 105, a
prize. fght.
New Measures
compulsory education bill, was recomSenate Joint Memorial No. 6 was mitted for amendment.
A number of bills on the calendar
introduced by Walton asking congress to pass the bill of Congressman not being printed went over until the
Rucker of Colorado to pension the sur- printed copies are received.
vivors of the Indian wars and their
Senate 'joint Resolution No. 2 was
widows.
introduced Iby Burns. It provides for
Senate Bill No. 174, by Laughren, to a commission consisting of the goverexempt new Industries from taxation. nor, commissioner of public lands and
gov- the state engineer, to select a site for
Senate Bill No. 175, by Ilfeld.-tern the commitment of Insane persons. a convict farm and to report to the
Senate Bill No. 176, by MoCoy, an January legislative session.
act for the regulation of correspond-- !
The committee on highways reported favorably the four good roads
ence and business colleges.
Senate Bill No. 177, by Romero, to measures.
Senate Bill No. 161, to issue $500,-00- 0
provide for the examination of'ihsur-ac- e
state bonds for good roads; Sencompanies, etc.
Miera presented a telegram certify- ate Bill No. 162, for county bond Ising the term of A. B. Fall as United sue: Senate Bill No. 163, for public
States senator to March 4, 1313.' It Is highways and bridges; and Senate

I

II

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT

Bills Passed
Senate Substitute for House Substi-tufor House Bill No. 153, amending
the law giving water companies a lien
for water rent, was passed 23 to "0.
Senate Bill No. 14G, for the appointment of guardians for spendthrifts and
incompetents, was taken tip.
Hinklel viewed the spendthrift bill
with alarm. He feared that some of
the senators had spent all of their
substance and princely salaries. He
wanted to know whether this new
law would apply to them. Holt replied that It did not apply to Walton
as the latter, had confessed to saving
a competency out of his $5.00 a day.
The bill passed 23 to 1, Walton voting
nay.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
No. 141, fixing the pay of court stenographers at $7.00 per day while at
work, and a straight salary of $300 a

val-

lit

Ml

Our entire line of women's tailored cutis, including
"Wooltex" garments, all new stylish and desirable, excellent
values and exclusive styles, worth $15 to $35, for this sale, at

signed by the clerk of the United
'
States senate.
Committees Report
Chairman McCoy of the committee
on education reported a substittue for
House Bill No. 188, regarding regents
of state institutions.
Senate Bill No. 169, providing for
the study of history and civics, was on
request of Navarro recommitted for
correction.
Holt, for the special committee, presented resolution of respect In mem
ory of Mrs. de Baca, mother of the
lieutenant governor. Mr. de Baca call
ed President Pro Tempore Miera, to the
chair and thanked the members of the
senate. Ho said he greatly appreciat
ed the sympathy so expressed. He
paid a feeling tribute to his mother.'

New Drainage Bill
Sidney Cooper the government drainage expert, has been in conference
with the committee on irrigation and
drainage and has aided them. In preparing a bill for the drainage of water
bog on lands that ought to bring pros
perity to the valley of the Rio Grande
and do much good In other portions
of tie state. There are 75,000 acres

M
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strength and elasticity to the muscles. It
assist! in keening the
entire system in a normal, healthy condition and stopping the inroads- - of disease
and old ape. It is a family medicine that
no medicine chest should be without
CAUTION
When yoa ek your druggist,
grocer or dealer lor Duffy's Pure Halt
be sure you tret the genuine.
It
whiskey,
Is as absolutely pure medicinal malt
and la sold IIS &BALI 1) IMlTTLI S
ONLY never In bulk. Look tor the trademark, the "Old Chemist," on the label,
nd make sure the seal over the cork la
unbroken.
Price $1.00 a large buttle.
Write our Medical Department, lor an
Illustrated medical booklet containing
testimonials and ru'es for health and doctors' advice, both sent tree.
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LEGISLATURE BEGINS BUSY SESSION YESTERDAY
AFTER
SHORT RECESS

Via

A

,7

Strength Builder and
Tonic Stimulant

LOWER

It
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Because the.advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at
stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will 'not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
,
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much, confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them.'he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
,

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

U
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WORLD'S GREATEST AUTO RACE
TO OCCUR ON DECORATION DAY
Tweniy-Seve-

Speedy Cars Will Contest in 500 mile Endurance
Pace on the Indianapolis Speedway-BPurses Await the
ig
Successful Drivers, the Man
First
Place Receiving
Getting
in
ines
Entered Are the Acme of Automobile Construction.
n

Cash-Mach-

000

sixth in the first event in a
Simplex and this year will be prob- lily (the individual favorite driving a
big gray ercedee.
Gil Anderson
will again drive a
Stuts and will have as
Charley Merz, famous as a National
pilot, and Len Zengel, winner of the
1911 Elgin, at the wheel of a National. In the first race both Zengel and
Merz appeared at the wheels of Nationals.
Louis Disbrow and Harvey
Herrick will drive the two Case entries. Herrlck Is a new
r
but Disbrow drove (the
last season.
Spencer Wlshart, the New York
millionaire, who won fourth place In
the initial race, will drive the same
Mercedes.
Harry Knight, driver of
the Westcott that he wrecked in the
first event, will appear at the wheel
of a Leincl'on. This will be the initial bow of the Lexington In speedway racing.
The National team will present a
new front. Howdy Wilcox will again
drive a
the same
size National that he finished in
seventeenth place with in the first
Bruce-Browevent.
David
twice
winner of the grand prize of America,
will drive a second National fifty.
Brown finished third in a Fiat last
year. Joe Dawson, winner of fifth
place in the first race at the wheel
of a Marmon, will round out the National's team. Truly, one of the most
formidable trios that ever grasped
the steering wheel of a rubber-shod- ,
g
mona!er.
speed
Brown is for the first time driving an
American-madmachine.
Bert Dlngley, famous for his work
with a Pope on the Pacific coast,
and participant in former Vander-bilts- ,
will make his bowjn a Simplex.
Johnny Jenkins, former pugilist
and famous a a Cole driver, will
mark the return of the White to the
racing arena. The last appearance of
the Cleveland machine in the speed
finis-tie-

loam-mate-

s

500-mii-

Pope-Humme-

Indianapolis, Iud., May 23.Lured
Only the cars that comply with the
on by the richest prizes ever of'ered
entry requirements iu every particu
in aU'omobile
speed competitions, lar will be allowed to face the sturt-e- r
and driving the speed creation or
Memorial day morning.
Monday
the most brilliant
engineering minds morning, May 27, at 9 o'clock, under
of Europe and America, the drivers the direction of Referee A. It. I'ar- entered in the second annual' 500 dington, feta.it: er Fred J.
Wagner and
mile race at the Indianapolis motor Chief Timer C. H. Earner and his
speedway will begin their long jour-e- y assistants, ,the 27 eny.rans, began
around the brick oval at 10 their trials to qualify. This deo'clock next Thursday
mands the lapping cf he track in 2
morning.
For the second time In the
history minutes flat or at a speed of ?!
ot (the world's greatest race course miles an hour for two and
f
'
the
contest for cars
p
miles.
600 cubic Inches will be offered
This afternoon at 1:30 o'clock the
to the speed lovers and the
sporting cars began to weigh in. This re
Inclined followers of the automobile
quirement is 2,000 "pounds or over.
game In the United States.
All steering knuckles, front axles
This is the greatest of. track 'races. frame hangers and
steering mechan
The first 500 mile event on Ithe vitri- ism, including tie rods, will be sub
fied oval at Indianapolis astonished
ject to the approval of Howard Cot
the world, and Ray Harroun In nis fin, famous as engineer and builder
Marmon Wasp was the hero of the ot the Hudson car and the mechani
nearly seven-hou- r
speed combat. The cal engineer of the speedway. These
first race taught the speedway man- details prove to the layman that the
agement, the engineers, the drivers first race demonstrated to the speed
and last but not least, the public.
way and the motor car designers and
The second race will astonish the builders the necessity of the precauworld. The greatest drivers on this tions in running, a race of such a disside of the Atlantic are entered and tance.
many of them
Not only will the race for 500 miles
participated In the
first event. The cars are faster than be the longest track,, event in 1912,
In 1911. The requirements of the en but it will also offer the
largest
try conditions were much more
t amount of cash to the drivers of the
The facilities for handling the modern spac&eaters. . Fifty thousand
largest number of people that will dollars is offered to these men who
witness a sporting event in 1912 are will catapult their cars through space
much improved over the 1911 condi- for more, than six hours in an effort Iiitfs Was with the White Steamer.
Bob Burman, "Speed
tions and Indianapolis people by co- to cross the Jape first with 200 laps
King," will
drive a Cutting in the event.
operating with the speedway man- to their credit.
held the wheel of one of the
The winner
agement and the hotels will be able
will receive for his
Benz
entries in the first event.
to easily handle all Its guests.
one-hasix
and
ex
hours'
probably
Lee Frayer, who finished thirteenth
The motor speedway, at a cost of ertion, the modest sum of J20,U00,
Fires!
in the
$650,000, has substituted a tunnel for while Ray Harroun, the winner of in the
the old foot bridge just north of the
race, drew down 10,000. In 1911 event, will drive the same
pits. This will facilitate the hand- addition to this amount ot cash of- mount.
Billy Liesaw, at the wheel of the
ling of the autos that are parked In fered by 'the speedway the various
is a new face among
the infield and the vast crowds that accessory manufacturers interested Marquette-Buick- ,
mllerB.
will view the race from this enclos- - in (the race have offered cash. The the
rt f ia ' following amounts will be given to Old "Farmer Bill" Endicott, with a
lirp. Thfl Ifnnnpl lu Inaf
wire at the north end of the paddock the next eleven drivers in the order penchant for green and famous as a
pilot of Cole cars, has transferred his
box stand. It will admit of thd pas- tha tthey finish: $10,000; ?5,000;
Schacht
$2,500; $2,00; $1,500, $1,400, $1,- - affection to a
sage of two motor cars at tbefaame
of Vermillion hue.
in opposite diraftions, suu; fi,zvi;
ana .,('(,o.
time, going
and also provides two passages for
;Mel Marque): te? driver of the
Among, the drivers and relief driv'
ensix in the first event, will
pedestrians elevated above the ve ers named for the Itwenty-sevetrants in 'the race, seven drivers and have a mount of the'same make.
hicle passages.
The pits at the south end where seven relief pilots will rip In their
the
Ralph
Mulford,
laughing
event. The ''drivers tha. youth that made
the name Lozier
Harry Knight pushed his Westcott first
into the wall to escape crushing the were not participants in the fiist synonymous for speed, will, for the
Case mechanician, Anderson, last
gasoline .marathon are: first time in his long career, appear
year, have been fitted with concrete Harvey Herrick, Jpe-- t iDingley, Bt'ly at the wheel of another make. Mulwalls like the other' pits in place of Liesaw, Joe Horan, Leu OrmsDy, ford will drive a Knox Six.. He promCharles Shamuaugb . and H. I. Kil- - ises to be a strong contender and the
the former wooden partitions.
The speedway has in every way patrick.- The relief pilota, to make Knox Four, driven by Belcher last
perfected its arrangements to make their bow in the 500 mile cvrmt are year in the race had a world of
safe every possible angle of the, race. "Big Boy" Rador, Johnson, Swan-son- , speed. Mulford finished second in
The track has been gone over carePuller, Farr, Kktrell and Fow- the first event, driving a Lozier, one
minute and forty-threseconds befully and smoothed 'out. The driv- ler.
ers were instructed Monday night
iihe hind Harroun.
Teddy Tetzlaff, now holder
at 8 o'clock, in a meeting at J:he Clay-po- world's
with an averago
Hughie Hughes, winner of many
hotel by the A. A. A. officials in of 78.50 miles per lionr, made c San- events in his class in the little Mercharge of the race, and cautioned to ta Monica, May 4, will drive a Fiat, cers, has one of the most JormidaDle
be vigilant at "all times. An elaborate the same ma"ke of car witi which he speedsters at (the track. Hughes finsignal system for use in emergencies won his laurels. Last year he had ished twelfth last year in a Mercer.
a Lozier mount. RalDh De Palma Len Ormsby will drlve'an Apel, a fam- on the track has been worked out.
one-hal-
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be a candidate for
the snat ot United State Senator
William Aldcn Smith of Michigan.
John Barnes, ftbuociate justice of
the WUconpIn
Is
supreme court,
prominently mentioned for the democratic nomination for governor of Wisconsin in the approaching primaries.
The Massachusetts house of repre
sentatives is the first legislative body
to adopt the Bristow amendment to
the federal constitution providing for
the direct election of United States
senators.
C. V. Stewart, chairman of the state
democratic committee of Montana, is
being boomed for the nomination of
governor to succeed Edwin L. Morris,
who has announced his Intention' to
retire at the end of his term.
The Wilson victory In Texas was
In a way a victory for the prohibitionists in that state, since all of the prohibition leaders were aligned on the
Wilson side, while the Clark and Harmon forces were made up of the
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As health talks to women become
more general, both In the newspaiwrs
and on the platform the mass of
women are beginning to realize what
the more cultivated have always
known, that good health cannot be
found in a powder box. The exer-nal- s
of health may be obtained
In
that' way, but the basis of health lies
deper, and yet Is juit as easily obtained.
The most important thing that a
woman can do for herself, and abo'jt.
which she is often most neglectful, is
to watch the condition of her stoiw-- a
m and bowels. The weary eye3, the
bad breath, the frequent headaches,
the pimples, the general air of lassitude is nine times out of ten the

result of constipation or indigestion,
or both. Many simple remedies can
be obtained, but the best in the estimation of most women is Dr, Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It is mild, pleas-na- t
to the taste and exactly suited
ous German car, in his speedway debut. Shambaugh of Latayette, Ina.,
is a newcomer. He has built a special car for the event but Is still
doubtful if he will be ready In time
to say "Good morning" to "Wag."
Joe Watson and Joe Horan will drive
Lozier cars. Horan was under contract to drive an Amplex in the first
event, but an accident before the
race prevented his appearance. Mat- son was a relief driver on the Fiat

m

"
m m m m

to her jioedd. It is far superior to
etc.,
salts, cathartic pilU, waters,
which are netirely too violent..
Women should eee to it that I hey
have at least one movement of the
bowels each day, and when showing
any tendency to constipation should
take Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin In
the small dose prescribed. A brief
use of it will to train the stomach
and bowel muscles that all forms of
medicine , can be dispensed with.
These opinions are voiced by thousands of women, after personal experience, among them AltaM. Lilly,
Redwine, Calif, and Mary A. Beebe,
St. Thomas, Nevada.
Anyone .wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying It, In tne
regular way ot! a, druggist at 50 cents
or one dollar a large bottle can have
a sample sent to the home free of
element.
'
charge by simply addressing Dr. W.
B. Caldwell, 405 Washington St., Mon- Comptroller Prendergast
of New
tioeilo, 111. Your name and address York City, who ia to make the speech
on a postal card will do.
presenting Colonel Roosevelt's name
to the republican national convention
The cars are not the only feature ia Chicago, la said to be the Roosevelt
of interest to the world in consid choice for the
republican nomination
ering a race, of this magnitude. Spe- for governor of New York this fall.
cial trains from many points will be
Four candidates have entered the
run to Indianapolis for the event. race
for the republican nomination for
The hotels of the Hoosier capital
of Missouri.
governor
They are
have not been able, wilth all their fa Arthur W. Brewster of Kansas
City,
cilities, to take care ot the crowds, Leon Quick,
city treasurer of St.
and tbe citizens have thrown open Louis, John E.
Swanger, state bank
their homes through the room bureau commissioner and
former secretary of
of the speedway, and there will be state and
John C. MeKInley, who was
accommodations for all that come to lieutenant-governo- r
from 1904 to 190S
n

team in the first event. Kitpatrick, the race.
driver of the Mason, is also making
Another feature will be (the crowd.
his bow. Kllpatrick is known to the This eveni will probably attract the
racing fans by his work aft the wheel fans far in excess of the number that
of the Hotchkiss car on the mile witnessed the original event. The
tracks in former years.
.first race drew more people to the
Among the relief drivers, five ot track than ever before witnessed a
them had mounts in the 1911 race. sporting event. But they were Differ
Knipper, relief pilot for the Stutz ent, in class. The crowd at the
trio, drove a Benz, teaming with Bur- speedway event win b cosmopoli
man. . Bragg, relief pilot to Tetzlaff, tan. Millions will be
represented and
had a Fiat mount. Hearne, relief for the executives of the motar car facthe Case pair, drove another Fiat tories of the country, whether direct
Rupert Jeffkins, relief to DePalma, ly Interested in racing or not, will
had a Velie entry in 1911. Harry watch Ithe contest from the stands
ndicott, relief to Farmer Bill of the Special trains will be run over the
in the Big Four and C. II. & D. systems in
Schacht, drove the Inter-Statoriginal eVent. Don Herr, relief for addition to the traction facilities for
'the National trio, won his first race transporting the large crowds to the
at Elgin last, year, winning the the track. Many of the visitors to the
301
nd 450 event with a National race will come in (their motor cars
and was a relief pilot in the first and the speedway has facilities to
test.
park 10,000 automobiles.
If tae weather is cool, the breaking of Ilay Harroun's average of
74.61 uilea an hour will be possible,
but if it is Horrid July weather' on
Memorial day the breaking of thg
record will be a task.
To ,' break Harroun's
time of I
6:42:08, the car must average 75
miles an hour or complete the race
Congressman James M. Cox of Day
in six hours and forty minutes, or
two minutes to Ithe lap. To do 78 ton, has announced his candidacy for
tne democratic nomination for govermiles an hour the cars must average
nor of Ohio.
1:55:4 per lap or complete the race
The democrats of Porto Rico have
in 6:24:40.
named six delegates to the Baltimore
However, the cars are built for convention
and instructed tlfem ' for
speed as indicated by their size and Wood row
'.'
Wilson.
the lines of the design. There, will
Atlantic City, a long sufferer at the
be six cars in the
class hands of
corrupt politicians, has deif all the entrants qualify, and twen
cided to adopt the commission plan
In 'the
- '
of government.
division of the race there are ten
Brand Whitlock, Toledo's
famous
cars, in the 400 class eifelit, in the 300
mayor, will report the proceedings of
class seven and two in the
the democratic national convention
piston displacement. "Speed King" for one of the
popular magazines.
Burman has the car with the largest
James Hamilton Lewis, democratic
his Cutting
piston displacement
candidate' for United States' senator
mounlt measuring 597.9 cubic inches.
from Illinois, Is being urged for tem- Kilpatrick, with the Mason,is the diminutive entry, having a piston dis popary chairman of the democratic
national convention.
placement .of 243.5 inches.
t Is reported that 'E. B. Foss, a
The nomenclature of the officials
lumberman and mine owner
wealthy
selected by the Indianapolis motor
speedway embodies the names'of several of the most prominent men in
the automobile game. R. P. Hooper, THIS LADY'S
president of the American Automobile association, will be honorary refGOOD APPETITE
eree. A. R. Pardington will De 'referee, and "Pardy" has officiatoa inj
this capacity j in previous speedway Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From
events. "Ole Reliable", 'red J. Wag- : Mobile, Tells Row She Gained IL
ner, joculaVly referred to as "Wag',
will again start the cars and wave
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
the green and checkered flags.
years, with womanly troilble," writes
While Ray, Harroun, the Bedouin Mrs. Sigurd Hansen in "a letter from
this city. "I felt weak and always had
pilot winner of the original
grind, will not sit be- a headache and was always gofng to
hind a brass steering column and the doctor. At last I was operated on,
watch the bricks seemingly glide and felt better, but soon I had the
same trouble.
rapidly under him, he will be a part
My husband asked me to try CarduL
of the race as he Is assistant to Wag
ner as starter. Harroun will help I felt better after the first bottle, and
line the cars up and send the boy. '
a , fe6, fin. &nd the doctor
away in their effort to smash his rec me I am looking better than
he ever
ord in the Marmon "wasp."
saw me."
John S. Cox, director of scores in
If you are sick and miserable, and
Ithe first race, will again occupy the suffer from any of the
pains due to
same position, and the checking in womanly trouble try Cardul.
Cardui la successful because It is
of the winner and the cars in the
money will rest with this man. Wil- composed of ingredients that have been
liam Schimpf of New York, chairman found to act curatively on the womanof the contest board of the A. A. A., ly constitution. V
under whose sanction the contest Is For nc:e than fifty years, it has been
used l? women of all ages, with great
held, will be on the grounds and he
success. Try It Tour druggist sells it
will be assisted by C. W. Sedwick,
N. B
Write to: LndlcV Advkra v !nt.. Ch.lt..
Indianapolis representative of Ithe A. fioofa Medicine Co.. Chattanoora, Tenn.,
for Special
"
e
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e
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Cottolene is a vegetable product without an nmc nf
W fnf
m it. It is made from the choicest cotton oil, extracted from the
seed picked on the fields of the Sunny South. It is a
product of
Nature, and makes wholesome, digestible, healthful food.
,

Ctffoismademade

human hands never touch the oil from which Cottolene is made.. It
is me one mgn-graaabsolutely pure and perfect
cooking fat and far preferable from a health and
economic standpoint to butter, lard or
any other fat.
e,

Cottolene is

more

eco-

nomical than butter or lard
because it goes
farther.
one-thir- d

'

7

ii

f

Made only by
THE N. K. FAlRBANK COMPANY
!

Nature's Gift from the Sunny South"
,
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Politics and

500-inc- h

tin-sue-s,

stores.
drag
Write tor free
'

book for expect

ant mothers which contains much
valuable Information, and many sug-gestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD

REGULATOR

Treatratul
Instruclumi, and
bk. ooHome
w Wwaen." Hat la plain wrapper,
rcquett

'

CO., AtluU. Ca.

ANNUAL STATEMENT
Of the Northwestern National Insurance Company
of Milwaukee,
Wis.,
represented by Herbert W.
Gehring, Agent, December 31, 191L

iCalifornia & Northwest

I

,1

Los Angeles
San Diejjo
San Francisco and return direct

$5OQ0

Seattle Tap oma & other points

$GO,00

Tickets for sale begining: Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write. '

7i
i

D.L. BATCIIELOR,

Agent.

Ft.

11

t

200-inc- h

--

A. A.

Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother'g system for the coming event, and Its use
makes her comfortable during ail the
term. It works with and for nature,
end by gradually expanding all
muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings tbe woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition. Thai
3aby, too, Is more apt to be perfect and
strong where tbe mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
Siven a young expectant mother thaa
that she use Mother's Friend; It is a
medicine that has proven Its value
In thousands of
cases.
Mother's
iOTHEirS
Friend is sold at

Rcond Trip Excursion Rates

Politicia ns

e

No young woman, m the Joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the phyii.
cal ordeal ahe ia to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestowa upon herself during the

: . . . $1,000,000.09
Cash capital
Reinsurance retorve . . . 2,977,200.01
500,000.00'
Conflagraition reserve ,.
98,093.7;!
and twice the republican nominee for Unpaid losses
Oil other liabilities
115,992.501
United States senator.
.
1,502,508.58
For the fourth consecutive time Eu- Surplus .
gene V. Debs of Indiana is the socialTotal
$0,193,794.83
ist candidate for president of the United States. In again nominating Debs
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
the socialist party has broken the
Eddie McGoorty vs. Bob Moha, 10
record, as no other political party has
nominated the same man for president rounds, at New York.
10
Hugo Kelly vs. Jack Dillon,
four times. In 1900 Mr. Debs polled
88,000 votes; in 1904 his supporters rounds, at Indianapolis.
numbered 402,000, and four years ago
It you want to get the want you
he received 430,000. The party leadwant to get, you want to get your
ers predict that the socialist vote in want In a want
getter. Tbe Optle 0
November iwll be close o he 2,000.000 wants
you to get the want you want
,
mark.
to gef Try the 'Want Ads" and see.
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We have on hand a complete stock of

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE

SCREEN

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

,

'LAS 'VEGAS LUMBER' Cl
Phone Main

150

Old Town

Jefferson Raynolds President
E. D. RaynoldsVice President
Stephen J8. Davis, Vice President

'
,

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier
rl. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undividbd Profits $35 000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good
Eanking.

Intarost Paid on Tlmo Deposits

j

'
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pharyngeal mucosa and the dust laden Becretlon then swallowed.
All of
the Inhaled dust was retained by the
mouth or nose. Jet loss than a quarter of It entered the lungs at best.
In 'the case of Insoluble particles the
stomach may furnish a mousatisfac-tor-

Tributes to the valor of Phillips and
Just befqre delivering his speech, more lives could have been saved
rirlde, the wireless operators on the Swnator Smith, chairman of the sub had thd survivors
been concentrated
ESTABLISHED 1879.
titanic, were paid by Senator Smith. committee,
which investigated the in a few lifeboats and had the boats
He said that the final exit of the Phil wreck, submitted the committees rethug released returned to the wreck
Publlthad By
lips boy was "not so swift as to pre- port and Its conclusions.
The report for others.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
vent him from pausing long enough is
largely a review of the evidence
The only mention of 3. Bruce
(Incorporated)
to pas a cup of water to a fainting and contains recommendations for
occurs In a review of the meg- channel for the subsequent woman." The senator showed that legislation. No
M. M. PADGETT
particular person It, sages to the White Star offices In
EDITOR elimination
of the duHt from the had not the underpaid wireless oper- named 'as
being responsible, though New York reporting the disaster. The
body; but In the case of soluble dust ator on the Carpathia prepared for attention Is called to the
fact that on first official information, the com
poisoning would be more likely to bed with his receiver still on his head the day of the,
disaster, three distinct mittee says, was the message from
occur.
the Titanlc's distress signals never
to Captain Captain Haddock, of the Olympic,
warnings pf ice were
would have been received by the res Smith.
J. Bruce Ismay,
managing received from the White Star line at
Entered at the postoffice at "East
cue ship.
director 6t the White Star line, is 6:16 P. m. Monday, April 15. Atten
La Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmis"When the world weeps together ov not
held responsible for the ship's tlon la called to the fact thmt in the
sion through the United States malls CAPTAIN SMITH BLAMED er a common
loss," said Senator high speed.
In fact, he 1b- barely face of this information, a
message
M second class matter. .
Smith, "all nations should take steps mentioned In
Jhe report.
reporting the Titanic being towed to
FOR LOSS' OF TITANIC wisely to regulate wireless telegraphy On the whole, the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
report is im- Halifax was sent to Representative
land see that operators are fairly paid."
Dally, by Carrier:
He condemned the "reign of silence" passive, and Senator Smith in his J, A. Hughe at Huntington, W. Va
went more fully into a dis- at 7:10 p. m. that day. The message
.05
Per Copy
(Continued From Page Ont".
concerning the details of the disaster. speech
'.
of the causes of the disaster was delivered to the Western Union
cussion
One Week
.15
In condemning the failure of the Call- than
does the committee. The
65 ter
One Month
office in the same building as the
fornlun
to
nil
learn
about the disaster
cold', and added that the first or'.
7.50 der received
One Year
agreed upon . this principal White Star line offices.
by him from Second Offi- before the Titanic sank, and ko to her
conclusion :
"Whoever sent this message," says
Dally ky Mall
cer Llghtoller at .8 o'clock Sunday-evenin- rescue, Senator Smith said:
6.00
"The supposedly watertight com- the report, "under the circumstance's
One Year
was
was
take his compliments
ine
lamorinaii
steamsnip
.'. 3.00
8Jx Month
down to the ship's carpenter and In- within e&sy reach of this ship for partments of the Titanic were not Is guilty of the most reprehensible
'
conduct."
t
because of the
form him to look to his fresh water, nearly four hours after all the facts iwatertight
WEEKLY OPTIC AMD STOCK
condition
of
The
not believe
does
decks
ertight
the
committee
where
were known to Operator Cottam. The
that It was about to freeze'."
GROWER
the wireless operator on the Carpa
Senator Smith declared that the captain of the Carpathia says he gave the transverse bulkheads ended.
One Year '.'
$2.00 command of
"The Californian, controlled by the thia was duly vigilant in handling
the officer of the watch explicit direction that all ofilclal mes
1.00
61x Month
to avert the disaster actually exposed ! sages should bo immediately sent same concern as the Titanic was his messages after the accident and
declared the practice of allowing
Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip- the most vulnerable part of the Tl- - through other ships, and messages of nearer the Titanic than the 1911
miles reported by her captain and wireless operators to sell their stor
to the ice when the shock came. passengers should he given
tanlc
tions)
by the sudden appear-- j ence. According to Binns, the in- her officers and crew saw the dis- ies should be stopped.
Remit by draft, check or money
It is recommended that all ships
ance
of, danger," said the speaker, pector, the apparatus on the Callfor- - tress signals of the Titanic and
order. If sent otherwise we will not
"he sharply turned aside the prow, the nlan was practically new and easily failed to respond in accordance with carrying more than 100 passengers
Ve responsible for lose.
part best prepared to resist collision, tuned to carry every detail of that the dictates of humanity, Interna have two searchjighlts; that a reviSpecimen oopies free on
exposing the temple to the blow; at calamity to the coast stations at Cape tional usage and the requirements of sion be made ot steamship lnsp."Jon
laws of foreign
countries to the
the turn of the bilge the steel encase- Sable and Cape Race, and should have law."
United
The committee concludes that the standard proposed ,ln the
ILL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT ment yielded" to a glancing blow no done so.
"The course taken was singularly Californian might have saved all the States; that every shtp be required
slight that the impact was not felt
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
to carry sufficient life boat3 for all
in many,
PAID FOR.
partsof, the ship, although iu accord with the reticence of the lost passengers and crew of the ship
and crews; that the uso
passengers
an
energy of more than a officials of the White Star company, that went down. Eight ships, all
representing
of
be regulated o prevent
wireless
milion
foot
who
to
2:33
at
said
knew
with
tons,
be
equipped
are
were
the equiv
wireless,
Advertisers
Monday morning,"
in the
guaranteed the
Its use1 by amateurs ami that an
largest dally and weekly circulation alent of., the combined broadsides of said the senator, "what was supposed Vicinity of the Titanic, the Olympio
ships-hav- e
a ' wireless operator con
ot any newspaper In Northwestern 20 of th$ largest guns in our batth-shl- p to have occurred, and yet, at 7:61 farthest away, 512 miles.
on
fleel fired at the same moment, Monday; evening anossage from their
duty.
The mysterious lights on1 an un stantly
New Mexico, .
Detailed
recommendations
with a blow so deadly many of the own office, officially signed, .contain- known ship, seen by the passengers
are
TELEPHONES .
passengers and crew did not even ing the positive assurance of the safe- on the Titanic, undoubtedly were on made as to watertight bulkhead con
Main 2 know of the collision until
BUSINESS OFFICE
ships. Bulk
tardily ad- ty of the passengers, was sent to a the Californian, 190 miles away The struction on ocean-goinNEWS DEPARTMENT
Main 9 vised of the danger by anxious friends,
father at Huntington, W. full capacity of the TWanic's life- heads should be so spaced that any
and even the official statements Va.,- nearly two hours after their, ad- boats was not utilized, because while two adjacent compartments of a ship
TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1912:
were clothed In such confident assur- mitted familiarity with the details of only 706 persons
were saved, the might be flooded without sinking.
ances of safety as to arouse no fear. the disaster. It Is ltttle wonder that ship's boats could have carried 1,176. Transverse bulkheads forward and
Senator Smith said that the awful we have not been able to fix with
iNo general alarm was sounded, no aft the machinery should be continued
to the uppermost continuous
force of the Impact must have Indithe author of this false- whistle blown and no
systematic watertight
V
deck, and this decls
structural
cated to master and builder that the hood."
warning was given to the endangered
Senator Smith reviewed the testi- passengers, and it was 15 or 20 should be fitted watertight, the reship was doomed. He commented
caustically upon the failure of the mony of Captain Lord showing that the minutes after the collision before port says.
The committee deems the course
ship's officers Immediately
to give Californian came within four miles of Captain Smith ordered the Titanlc's
followed by Captain Rostron of .he
general alarm or,, to establish some the doomed vessel and that he went wireless operator to and omt a
as deserving of the highest
orderly routine. Concerning the con to his room to lie down whjle signal
operator to send out a dis- Carpathia
duct of the ship's officers he said
rockets were being fired.
praise and worthy of especial reco?
tress
(
message.
' i i
"Failure of Captain Lord to arouse
"Haphazard,, theyi rushed by one anThe Titanlc's crew was only meag-erl- nition. His detailed instructions issued in anticipation of rtfhe rescue ot
other, on stab-gani In hallway, the wireless operator on his ship, who
acquainted with Its positions and
while men of. self control
the Titanic were "a marvel of sysTHE PATHWA1SOF
easily could have ascertained the name duties in case of accident and
only
of the vessel In distress and reached one
here
tematic preparation and completethere al&ut the decks,
ED DUST
the1
was
drill
held
before
maiden
'
' "
ait
in
her
to
avert
ness,
time
said
ij
loss
life"
of
or
evincing suoh solicitude ke calls
ee'w
giving
trip. Many of the
pnejanother
Joined the
9 To the untutored individual the encouragement to those less
courage Senator Smith, "places a tremendous ship only a few hours before she for the highest '.commendation."
.
Lifebelts were responsibility upon this officer from sailed and were in
hygienic aspects s of the dust prob ous than tfieniilf-fWgignorance of their
lem present themselves primarily as uuaujr Hujuoieu. iu mi ana we lite- which It will be difficult for him to positions until the
following Friday. BONO BILL PREPARED
"ice positions so definitely reportdangers from the germs which are boats Were cleared away, and although escape."
If
In
you will, the conduct ed to the Titanic,"
carried In the air. He rarely consid- strangely insufficient
number, were "Contrast,
says the report,
H.
ers. If Indeed he even suspects, the only partially loaded and In all In of the captain of the Carpathia In' this "just preceding the accident located .'FOB GOVERNOR'S
other equally subtle ways in which stances unprovided with compasses emergency and imagine what must, ce on both sides of the lane in
laden with minute and only three of them had lamps. be the consolation of that thoughtful which she was
an atmosphere
traveling. No discus- SPEAKER BACA SIGNS THE MEASsuspended particles may .become They were manned so Badly that, In and sympathetic mariner, who res- sion took place, among the officers.
URE WITH A HANDSOME
dangerous to health. There are in- the absence of prompt relief, they cued the shipwrecked and left tha no conference was called to consid
GOLD PEN.
dustries and occupations attended would have fallen easy victims to the people of the world his debtor as his er these warnings; no heed was given
with the necessity of breathing air advancing Ice floe, nearly 30 miles in ship sailed for distant seas a few dayg to them. The speed of the vessel
Santa Fe, N. M., May 28. With 08
Mid was
16 feet above the ago. By his utter
more or less contaminated with dust, width, .anda-l8lnnot relaxed, the lookout was not bills on Its calendar ithe house this
so that the respiratory problems sug- surface of the water. Their danger his crwn indifference to peril by hi3 increased."
morning settled down to work, it
have been as great as if they promptness and his knightly sympathy
The committee concludes that the passed a number of measures, chief
gested by this fact belong to the im- would
he
to
a
humanrendered
broon
had
service
remained
deck
of
the
the
great
TWanic's lights were visible to the of which was the Manzanares bill
portant considerations of modern in
dustrial hygiene. The actual noxious ken hull,' and If the sea had risen ity. He should be made to realize the Californian before she struck the for the gauging of the streams in
ex- debt of gratitude this nation owes to
significance of dust varies with its these toy targets with over 700
iceberg and that the Californian must New Mexico. It passed the house
would
him, while the book of good deeds, have seen
been
hausted
have
helppeople
character. Bacterial dust may cause
the distress rockets fired substitute for House Bill No. 38 to
wftb
which
so
been
has
often
familiar
waves
about
the
upon
Infections such as the catarrhal In lessly tossed
from the bridge of the Titanic. The authorize incorporated towns to con
his unaffected valor, would henceforth
without food or water.
flammations observed in
report says; w
struct, permanent street improve
"One witness sWore that two of the carry the name of Captain Rostron to
Other types of dust may irritate Be
"The committee is forced to the in ments. This is the much talked of
remotest
of time.
In
the
three
her
boat
stewards
admitted
period
cause of the physical form and tex
evitable conclusion thai the Califor paving bill. It also passed an
g
ture of (the particles while others that they had never had 'an oar In "The lessons of this hour," said nian, controlled by the same com
bii. by Mr. de Baca, which,
in conclusion, "(are,
Senator
Smith
even
not
their
before
did
hands'
and.
pany, was nearer the Titanic than however, is not so stringent as the
ugain may do harm on account of know what
the oarlock was for. The indeed, fruitless and its precepts ill the 190
their chemical qualities. Particular lifeboats were
.
miles reported by her cap Cordova bill.
filled so indifferently conceived if rules of action do not foland that her, officers and crew
tain,
An amendment to the present law
ly Injurious are those forms of dust
low
accordhard
of
the
lowered
upon
reckoning. saw
day
the distress
in which the particles are Irregular and to the so quickly that, evidence Obsolete and
of the Titan for the conservation of the waters of
uncojitradicte-antiquated shipping laws ic and failed to signals
and pointed in form. Yet it Is im- ing
to them in the Btate, in which several Irrigation
respond
should!
no
S00
.
were
the
longer encumber
needlessly
parlia accordance wiith
people
nearly
the dictate's of hu companies
possible to explain well known pecfl- sacrificed to want of
are
interested, was
disr in- mentary records of any- - government,
orderly
liaritles'ln the relative harmfulness
international
manity,;
also
and
the
Both the house and
usage
passed.
boards
in loading the few. that were pro- and overripe administrative
line
of different kinds of dust on this
of law. The only re- senate committees are hard at wont
vided. And yet 'it is said by some Bhould be pruned of dead branches requirements
to the distress signals was a on the finance bill. The
basis alone. It is said, for insftance,
ply
and
big commitpersons that the best of and less sterile precepts taught
counter signal from a large white tee of the house is also
that the atmosphere about working
diswrangling
discipline prevailed. If this-i- s
applied."
places where sandstone is beingthat light which was flashed for nearly over a county salaries bill. It exSenator Smith recommended
what would have been disorcipline
two hours from the mast of the Cali pects to
dressed is deeidedly more harmful
report a substitute for tne
lanes of travel should be more careder?
.
than- - that in the vicinity of marble
In our opinion such, con- senate measure.
of.
bows fornian.
the passengers were many fully defined, strength
ships"
"Among
and granite shops or lime workers,
duct, whether arising from indiffer
The senate finance bill will go In
strong men who had been accustomed increased, life saving equipment bet ence
or gross carelessness, Is most this afternoon or tomorrow.
Anions the forms of chemical in to command, whose lives had marked
The
and discipline and practice
tered,
due to
jury. Industrial poisonings
He said buoys reprehensible, and placed on the chief event yesterday was a hard
every avenue of endeavor, and whose made an exaction.
the inflation of lead, arsenic, zinc, business
commander of .'he Californian
a fight in the house over ,me artesian
experience and' milltary train- should be carried to mark temprorarilj
phosphorous or mercury laden dust ing' especially fitted them for such an the place of the ship's burial In casio grave responsibilit'.
well bills,, one by Mr. Hinkle and one
are familiar. Compounds like ana- "The wireless operator of the Cali by Mr. Rogers; Both were, referred
f
rudelv
. These were
accident; and men of strength and
emergency,
line dye may also be a source of
fornian was not aroused until 3:30 to a special committee to be re
a. m. New York time on the morning drafted. The .bond bill, which
danger. t
dethe president of this company, by calling already demoralized and
pro
In considering preventive devices
of the fifteenth, after considerable vides for the payment of the railroad
1
of
few
a
cadent.
whom,
reg
officers,
junior
to be applied in industrial work It ret to say, availed themselves of the
between officers and debt of Grant and Santa Fe coun"But 10 per cent of the men before conversation
has become necessary to learn some first opportunity to leave the ship. the mast in our merchant marine are members of the crew had taken place ties, was signed by
Speaker Baca
thing more exact regarding the trav Some of the men, "to whom had been natives or naturalized Americans," aboard that ship regarding these dis- yesterday and now goes to the govd
els of Inhaled dust, In the body as Instructed the care of passengers, nev he said. "Even England, that 20 tress signals o.r rockeits and was di- nor. Tt.e speaker used a gold pen
well as the actual quantities which er
reported to their official stations, years ago had barely 7,000 Orientals rected by the chief officer to see If Presented by a jeweler of Santa Fe.
represent dangerous or unsanitary and quickly deserted the ship with a on her merchant ships, now carries there was anything the matter, as a It will be given to Ithe state histori
limits.
Investigations which the recklessness and indifference to the over 70,000 of that alien race.' Ameri- ship had been firing rockets during cal society.
Wurzburg hygienlst, Professor K. B. responsiblities of their positions as cans must
in this service, the night.
"The Inquiry thus Bet on foot at MECHANICAL ENGINEERS MEET
Lehmann, has conducted along these culpable and amazing as It is impos-sbl- they must become the soldiers of the
lines with his pupils have furnished
to believe. And some of these sea and, whether in the lookout, on once disclosed the fact that the Tl- - Cleveland, O, May 28. The annual
some unexpected facts which are re- men say they 'laid by' in their par- the deck or at the wheel, whether tanlc had sunk. Had assistance been spring meeting of the American Socie
ported in a recent number of The tially filled lifeboats and listened to able or common seamen they should promptly proffered or had the wire-b- e ty of Mechanical Engineers began In
Journal of the American Medical As- the cries of distress 'until the noise
better paid for their labor and 'ess operator of the Californian
this city today. There are about 250
sociation. They have demonstrated quited down' and surveyed from a safe
highly honored in their calling; mained a few minutes longer at his delegates here, and many more are exthat the great bulk of the inspired distance the unselfish men and wo- - their rights must be respected, and post on Sunday - evening, that ship pected before the real businss of the
dust finds Its way Into the stomach, men and faithful fellow officers and their work carefully performed; harsh might have had the proud distinction meeting Is taken up toomrrow. The
not only the lungs as hag been con- seamen, whose heroism lightens up and severe restraining statutes must be of saving the lives of the passengers membership of the society exceed
and includes prominent engineers
fidently assumed. Obviously the dust this tragedy and recalls the noblest .repealed, and anew dignity given this and crew" of Ithe Titanic."
The
Is regularly caught by the nasal and traditions, of. the awt."
'important field of labor."
committee believes many living in all parts' of the country,
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"Better Clothes for Boys" has been the
Bacharach effort, not merely
today or
yesterday or last month, but all the time
the Bacharach store is seeking
ways to
produce better clothes for boys. When you
add to such determination the skill that
comes through years of
practical experience in buying-- it is no wonder
that im
portant results are achieved. . See our two
trouser suits.
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Simple Summer Frocks for Young Girls
of 2 to 18 vears. Not srvfoc
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older women and made smaller to fit the' i
younger set" but frocks carefully thought
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out mat tne gins themselves want, 'and
what mother considers suitable
Quaint white lawnl dresses-an- d
laces

f
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also

and embroideries se't on n simple ways
becoming youthful figures. Also delightful
'
gingham dresses
.
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UBS. U'DONALD IS

PERSONALS

Picsciipllonlsl

GUEST UF HONOR
For sign painting Bee Hermann,
Fountain square.
Captain W. 13. Brunton came in this WIFE OF GOVERNOR
WILL
afternoon from his ranch near ShoeMEMBER OF THEATER PAR-

OPTIC, TUESDAY, MAY 28, 4912.

GRAND JURY .HAKES NEW JERSEY WILL

ITS. FINAL REPORT

429 Grand,

The ruaa who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man wbo knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling.
Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

maker,

(Continued
BE

TY TOMORROW NIGHT.

GRADUATION PRESENTS

HAKE CHOICE TODAY
from Page One)

JUDGE DAVID J. LEAHY DISCHARGES THAT BODY WHEN ITS
WORK IS DONE

AT

Colonel Roosevelt, although he can
be nominated without winning a contest President Taft knows this and
Late yesterday afternoon the grand has known It for weeks. Colonel
Jury presented Its final report to Judge Roosevelt Is the only republican who
David J. Leahy and was discharged. can be elected."
Beyond the fact that the court house
Mcllarg declared that he expected
and jail need a number of repairs to win the contests on the Indiana
the grand Jury bad few recommenda- delegates-at-large- ,
where the attack Is
tions to make, although it declared aimed at Colonel Harry S. New, chairon arrange
it had discovered the county to be man of the
remarkably free from 6erious crime. ments for the convention, and also the
The grand Jury found 27 true bills and Missouri delegates-at-large- .
11 no true bills during the few
days
it was in session,
Will Not go to South Dakota
its report in full
is as follows:
Sioux Falls. S. D., May 28. The
Grand Jury
Sioux Falls Press prints a telegram
,
To the Honorable David J. Leahy, from Colonel Roosevelt advising that
judge of the district court sitting In he cannot come to South Dakota on
and for the county of San Miguel and account of his Memorial Day speech at
'
state of New Mexico:
Gettysburg. His appeal to the people
We, the members of the grand Jury, is outlined at length In a message
duly empaneled, selected and sworn which is In part:
for the May, 1912, term,
"There has never In our history

postals from
Tomorrow evening at the Duncan
Schaefer's.
Harvey's high opera house the annual senior class
to town this play of the New Mexico Normal University will be presented by the
Ronwell came
class. The evening'
entertainin yesterday afternoon on a short ment will consist of three one-ac- t
'
business trip.
is Easiest to Choose
"The
farces. "The
Garroters,"
.
A,,V, Blkkert, Jr., of Albuquerque, Mouse Trap" and "A Likely Story,"
Frorrf a Full Assortment
came iu last night from the Duke from the pen of W. D- - Howells, by
whose permission "they
are being
City on business.
Mr. and. Mrs. A., H. West at rived staged.
The seats for . trie produc
this 'afternoon front their homestead tions were placed on sale yesterday
WINTERS DRUG CO.
near Colmor.
at Murphey's drug store, and the
See the line of novelties for grad- prospects are for a large audience.
Phone Malu i
uation gifts at Murphey's drug store.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
and George of the Normal, and Mrs. Roberts will
Benjamin "Gandert
Mae .'cashe; In yesterday afternoon be hOBt and hostess at a theater parWe have a large assortment of
from Mora, (in business.
ty tomorrow evening at the school
United States Attorney S. B. Davis, play. Mrs. W. C. McDonald, wife of
SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS
Jr., returned this afternoon from a Governor McDonald, who will arrive
business trip to Santa Fe.
tomorrow afternoon from Santa Fe,
respectfully
and WIRE, ALL WIDTHS
LOWEST PRICES
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Fontaine will be among the guests. Mrs. Mc- submit herewith the following report: been a cleaner lineup than this be
We have examined the witnesses In tween the plain people and the bossand Mrs. Henry .Goke returned this Donald will also be guest of honor at
afternoon from a week's trip to Den- a dinner at La Casa de Ramona to- 3$ cases and have found 27 true bills es. We are fighting for the funda
and 11 no true bHls.
ver,
mental principles of American citimorrow evening.
we have examined the books and zenship. I only went Into the fight
Mrs, Murray Carleton, Jr., came in
PHONE MAIN
records of the various county official's when It became evident that unless I
last uiKlit from the Carleton ranch
and find them kept In a businesslike did so, there waa not the slightest
east of Watrous, joining Mr. Carle- EIGHTY PEOPLE DIE
and satisfactory manner. The county chance to nominate any progressive
ton, who is here on business.
treasurer has not sufficient
The true fit combination shoe, made
vault candidate at Chicago.
IN BURNING THEATER room for .he
keeping of his record.
"Every boss In the country Is
by Stacy Adams company will rest
We
recommend
us. But, the great majority of
that
the
vault
tlrei
Suitable
for
dress
present
against
youf
feet,
Here is one more of our
in
his
office
be
or office wear, at Hedgcock's.
enlarged by taking the rank and file of the people are
FIRE IN VILLAREAL IS MOST APROUND
SUMMER
usual and attractive bargains.
out the fear partition and Joining the with us for this Is their fight. ,We
Mr. and. Mrs. Robert Springfela and
PALLING ACCIDENT SINCE TIrule
to
their
for
vault
with
the one in the room are fighting
right
present
Bobbie were visitors In Las Vegas over
We were fortunate in seTANIC WRECK
behind it.
themselves. We believe that the govto their camp at
Sunday
returning
a
new
and
curing
We find' urgent need of the follow ernment should control in a thorough
EXCURSIONS
Harvey's carriage house yesterday.
Castellon de La Palma, Spain, May
lot of lingerie dresses at a
A big line of commencement and 28. The cinematographic explosion ing improvements in and around the going fashion not only the interstate
busigift books for graduation presents at which last evening caused the death property of the county jail; iron bars railroads but all big Interstate
greatly reduced price.
conservation
believe"
in
the
should
be
inserted
at
We
ness.
all
of
the
front
Murphey's drug store.
COLORADO SPRINGS $13.70
PUEBLO, COLO. $11.00
of 80 persons in a moving picture theaCome and see them.
3. A.
Spitz of Albuquerque was a ter in the little city of Villareal, was windows; a screen or partition should policy and in extending the irrlgaton
'
visitor 4n Las Vegas today. Mr. even omer terrible than first reported. be placed in front of the water closets work as rapidly as feasible. We are
We will convince you that
DENVER $15.60
in the cell room and said closets against any effort by reciprocity or
Spitz is agent for the Equitable Life
burned
was
The
theater
completely
they" are real bargains.
Assurance Society of the United out and very few of the audience es- should either be renewed or thorough- any other fashion to put the burden
ly repaired. The privy in the Jail of tariff reduction exclusively upon
'
States. ., .....
ST. LOUIS, MO. $40.30
ST. PAUL, MINN $40.33
caped without injury from fire or
yard is In bad repair and should be the farmer." ' .'
D. T. Hosklns, cashier of the San
crushing in the panic. A large num- rebuilt
Miguel National bank, returned last ber of the injured are dying. VirtualHoffman & Graubarth
CHICAGO, ILL $45.30
We recommend
Wilson Rules In Texas
extending the limnight fim a trip to Santa Fe. Mr. ly every family In the vicinity Is afthe
28.
Under
Houston, Tex., May
Iloskins'-mad- e
the trip overland in fected. The cinematograph was in- its of the present Jail yard and fencing
Also rates to many other points in East, North East, Wes1
(The Popular Priced Store)
the entire piece of ground which be 'rule which gives the state convention
his new touring car.
there
where
hall
a
small
in
stalled
and
North West including points in Old Mexico and points in
few
Indica
The New UaDc Fatten
over-al- l
Agents
delegates,
The new Jim Flynn wrinkle hats was only one opening used both 'as longs to the Jail property. In our Jurisdiction
were
that
British
Columbia.
forenoon
late
the
in
,..,-.'are the nobbiest for summer. Get pm entrance and exit. The picture ma- opinion the proper sanitary condition tions
Phon Main 104.
demto
the
40'
of
Texas
all
the
the
delegates
cannot
prisoners
'.
be maintain
at Taichert's.
on
Tickets
....
sale
chine waa manipulated at one side of
to
1st.
June
daily
Sept 30th. are first class
ed unless ttiey are required to
convention would be Instruct
H. A. Harvey, founder of the famous this door.
spend ocratic
and
for,
over
in
good
either
direction. , Final return
stop
ed for Woodrow Wilson. Control by
small portions of each day in the
mountain resort bearing his name, will
jail
The film took fire in an unexplain'limit
1912.
Octobe;3l8t,!
the
before
was
conceded
men
Wilson
go out tomortrow morning to take ed manner. A tongue of flame shot yard. We earnestly recommend tho
1.
,
state convention assembled here to'
Also tickets gopd for return within 60 days from date of
wni- - out into the hall. In which were seated adoption of such regulations, and to
nudist? ui luc uiu yiauu iui tins ,1.1.
that
end
day..
that
tie
surest
the
of
fence
tieth year as host and entertainer.
sale
to many,poittts"in' East.
mi
a
was
about 180 people. There
proposed extension of the jail yard
A big fresh assortment of Liggett's rush to the exit which soon becaib
to be built high enough and
Republicans In a right.
and Huyler's candle; Just received choked with shrieking men, worn
strong
NEW
N. V. VIA STANDARD LINES
Worth. Tex.. May 28. Talk
Fort
to
assure
$75.30
enough
safe
the
for commencement week at Murphey's and children. The whole building was
custody of
inM
was
convention
a
of
freely
the
split
As
much
prisoners.
of
REGULAR DINNER
this
work
Increasthe
and
in
drug store,.
soon
flames
panic
VIA DIFFERENTIAL LINES $72.30
as possible to be done by the prison- dulged in by delegates to the state
George Wood, first vice president of ed momentarily rendering difficult the
25o
' convention
assemwhich
.
ers,
republican
the Pennsylvania lines, passed through organization, of relief from the out
SUNDAY DINNER
All of the third story of the court bled here itoday. Later Taft followFor further information call on or write. '
Las Vegas this afternoon on train JIo. side.
house is in bad repair. We recom ers effected a temporary organiza35c
1 en ' route from his headquarters in
mend that the gallery be reopened by tion of a state convention, adopting
RED'MEN AT DALLAS.
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State
Pittsburg, to the Grand Canyon. He
taking out the present partitions and a report made by two of the 31 mem. was accompanied by Mrs. Wood.
28.
Elaborate
U. L, UfllUHLUIit flUGUI.
Dallas, Tex., May.
of the state executive commitBARMS & KIM1, rops.
Miss Gillie Ground goes to Har arrangements have been provided by that the plastering throughout be re bers
and the rooms generally reno- tee.
vey's In the morning and will conduct this city for the entertainment of the paired
Roosevelt adherents also effected
the culinary department of the resort, hundreds of visitors who have gath vated where It may be necessary.
The superintendent of schools has temporary organization . of a state
will
ses
Denver
of
Andrews
annual
Adell
Miss
ered here to attend the
and adopted a report
be housekeeper for the third year. sion of me great council of Texas, brought to our attention 63 flagrant convention
made by 29 of the 31 members of
attractions
of
The market failed to ' make the Amalgamated
the
law.
The
truancy
will
of
the
which
place
82
Copper
Many former guests
Improved Order of Red Men,
BRAIDS AND PUFFS MADE
state committee.
The reports slightest response during the noon American Beet
find good news "In this paragraph, opened the three days' session here superintendent has only the names of the
130
Sugar
the children who have been absent deal with contesting delegations.
hour to the exellent crop conditions Atchison
MIsa Andrews is a teacher in the Den today. At the opening session Mayor
ORDER
incs:
- -Toutlined in the government's weekly Great Northern
ver schools and a very competent and W. M. Holland welcomed the dele- throughout the various districts and
132
not the names of the parents or guarreport. The movement was even New York Central
OF HUMAN HAIR to match
H8
agreeable entertainer.
gates on behalf of the city and re
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE. more narrow
and ...contracted than Northern Pacific
new Jim Flynn wrinkles nt sponses were made by George B dians. For this reason and also for
make
also
See
the
Wilr
120
shade.
iNew
28.
any
York,
May
the reason that the matter was re
before. The market closed steady.
Guess what they are.
O.
Taichert's.
H.
173
Dr.
Reading
of
Sapping
Houston,
Griggs
up your combings.'
ferred to the grand Jury in the last dullness came over today's stock mar
Many o the ordinarily active tradMark Levy, director of the New ton. Great Sachem,
for the great
1111,4
ket
the early session the ers left the floor, before the session Southern Pacific
During
of
hours
no
its
action
has
session,
of
Albuuqerque, council and by Great Senior Saga
Union Paciflo
Mexico Athletic club
AT TAICHERT'S
171
volume
of
was
of
business
minor
been
ended
taken
and the final aealings were United States
by the jury.
came in. this afternoon from the Duke more W. H. Marsh of Tyler. The
69
Steel
and utterly without even more
We recommend "that the court or proportions
VEGAS 340
PHONE
uninteresting than is us- United States Steel, pfd.
111
City. Mr. Levy will visit the camp memorial address was delivered by
f
was
meaning.
under
Readingthe
again
county commissioners instruct the
ually the case on a dull day.
of Jack Johnson and it is said, will the Hon. Wm. H. Atwell of Dallas.
The closing sales were: ,
superintendent of school to secure the pressure. Bonds were steady.'
Everybody reads Tot Optic
attempt to persuade the "Big Smoke"
names of all parents or guardians of
to
train
is
the
place
that Albuquerque
children who are being kept out of
WSSBBSESSESBCSSBI
ALL GOOD FELLOWS GOTO
for the battle with the "Pueblo Fire
school,
that the next grand jury may
man."
have the data in to bring indictments.
W. C. Black, superintendent of the
In conclusion we find San Miguel
I
CONGRESS.
IN
TODAY
Capital Paid in
Tele
Postal
of
the
Seventh district
Surplus
county remarkably free from crime
E.
by
accompanied
company,
i;$ido,ooo.ooi
graph
$30,000.00
of a serious nature.
w
W. Collins, general superintendent,
CJ--L
We desire to thank the court and
Met
28.
Senate:
arrived this afternoon on train No,
Washington, May
i 1
a short at 11 a. m. and considered routine all its officers for tho uniform cour
and will be In Las Vegas
and assistance rendered to us.
tesy
to
Install
relative
on
business
business.
time
Respectfully submitted,
e
rof commerce com
Ing additional equipment to acommo-datM.ICUNNlNOHAn, Pietldent
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
FRANK SPKINdER,
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0
-be
on
the ush during (he period
Investigamittee made its report
Foreman.
Johnson-Flynthe
of
after
steamer
TItani.
and
tion
of
fore
sinking
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
The
".
bout of July i:r
William ' Alden ' Smith four.d petit' jury yesterday evening
Senate
Porfirio Cordova not guilty of
It pays to have your shoes repaired spoke on the' Titanic' and results of horse
OLU E1PY WHISKEY
stealing,
having been given, the
'
if done at Hedgcock's. Our machtne committee's Investigation.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
case late In the afternoon after an all
,
work
to
hand
is
introduced
as
and
work
ON
Newlands
sewed
Senator
equal
BEER
CCOHS GOLDEN
session.
Cordova
was indicted
day
costs less.
.
amendment .to the metal schedule during the afternoon on the
charge
bill a compromise tariff plan to grad of
forgery. It being charged that he
uate reduction of tariff so as to
forged a bill of sale to a certain horse
All Brands of Bottled Beer
WRIGHT IS DYING.
avoid Impairing any industry.
his possession alleged to have
28
Wilbur
O.,
May
Dayton,
Adopted conferences report on lib- been stolen from Pete Roth.
and Bonded Whiskies
Wright, premier in the science of eralized homestead law bill.
Today the court is trying the case
aerial navigation, is slowly sinking
Solicited
Trade
Unexpected and determined oppo of James J. Hyder charged with emFamily
at his home on Hawthorne street In sition to workmen's compensation
certain funds belonging to
this city, and his physicians say he bill developed in judiciary commit- bezzling
Capital Stock,
the Singer Sewing Machine company.
Phone Vegas 133 for
cannot live longer than a few hours. tee.'
The members of the petit jury not
tne
All hope has been abandoned by
House: Met at 11 a. m. and re
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wines, Liquors or Beer
sitting in the Hyder case have been
members of the family.
sumed consideration of naval appro
discharged and 'the trial of criminal
Heroic measures were adopted by priation bill.
Delivered Free.
cases for this term will be ended when
Wm. G. Ilajdon
President
his physicians in the final hope that
Heflin
attacked that case is decided.
Representative
H. W. Kelly
but Representative Focht and denounced
be
revived,
Vice
the
might
President
patient
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
without effect. His temperature con- Pennsylvania industrial conditions.
D. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
Come and Try Your Luck
tinues to hover about the 104 mark.
Now is the time 10 get Id of your
can
ao
You
is
rheumatism.
his pulsation gradually
'i by applygrowing
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Alarld of San-La- s
Interest PaJd on Deposis
Chamberlain's Liniment and masweaker and the respiration is more ta Fe art in
v
egns visiting ing
saging the parts freely at each appliirregular.-friends.
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Head The Optic
cation. For sale by ail dealers.
Johnson-Flyn-

photo
See Crawford at
R. n. Sohoonmaker of
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morning.
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BUSINESS

CATRON

,

,

r. DIRECTORY

FAVORS

FOREST GAME

THOMAS J. MORTIMER
EXPERT SKOEIREPAIRIXG

"

PRESERVE

BILL
NTRODUCES
CREATING
ON
SUCH
ESTABLISHENT
THE PECOS.

612 DOUGLAS AVENUE

CENTRAL HOTEL
rjRS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand andjjDouglas Ave.
East Las Vegfas, N. M.

Senator Thomas B. Catron of New
Mexico has introduced a bill whose
provisions will create a game pre
serve in the Pecos national forest
The bill Is as follows:
A Bill.

To establish the Pecos
national
game refuge in the state of New
Mexico, and for other purposes.
lie it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the United
in congress as
States of America
sembled, that all lands belonging to

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

the United States within that part
416 Grand

Ave

Fhonc Main 447

General

A.

Business

Garage

J

II. Lorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting'
DEALER

IN-H-

eavy

Hardware and
Wagon Material

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and .Sales Stables.
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
1202

'

National Ave

Phone Main

71

JOHN N. KINNEY
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Sixth and Douglas.

Phone Main

40.

PETER P. MACKEL

and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
West Side Plaza . . . . Old Town

THE ROMERO ADV. CO
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"
SIGNS FOR YOUR
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Window Display Cardi
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
Yellow Front
Fountain Square

TONY'S SHOE SHOP

'

H. C. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing
520 6th Street
E. Las Vegas

'v

'

.

a

ti

r

hyy
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AFRAID CF THE LIGHT
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In the Circumstances, Expressed Hope
of Irish Youths Seemed Somewhat Humorous.
Court Justice Cobalan of
who is proud or his Irish
believes that for keen wit
no race In the world equals
The Justice
spent the
greater part of last summer on the
"ould sod" and when he came linmn
he had acquired a great fund of funny
anecdotes illustrative of the often
humor of tho natives he
met.
He tel!8 a story of two husky lads
who were tenants of the same
and who were constantly em
broiled cither with the man himself or
Dne of his agents. At last
things came
to such a pass that the two decided
o waylay their landlord. They chose
i ravorable spot along the road over
which they knew the landlord must
'ravel that afternoon and crouched in
the ditch waiting.
To beguile the
time each told the other a part of the
punishment he had devised for the
landlord.
Said one. "Oi'll tap him on the head
wid me blackthorn and whin he falls
OI 11 step on his face
The other interrupted: 'Oi mane to
cut off his ears, split his nose an' if
he makes a fuss OI11 slit his wear-and."
They kept up the bloodthirsty con
versatlon for some time and at last
one noticed the day was almost done
and that it was far past the time when
the landlord might have been expected to pasB. He interrupted his sanguinary threats to call the attention
of his companion to the flight of time
and the
of the man
they expected, exclaiming:
"Och, the poor felley, Oi hope noth-tn'- s
happened him!"
Supreme
New York,
blood, also
and humor
the Irish.
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FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER

Five

cents per line each Insertion.
He Marry me and 1 will fUl youi
Estimate six ordinary words to Una.
lfe with sunshine.
She 1 never looked well in the sua No ad to occupy less space than two
line. All advertl mente charged
light
will be booked at space
actually set.
without regard to number of word.
AT THE TRYST
Cash In advance preferred.

N. O.

Herman, W.
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brother are iordia!i Incited. G
H. Hunker, Exalted KuW: D
Condon, Secretary.

corder.

ATTOIINEV8

month at Masonic Tem

HUNKER, A. HUNKER
7:30 p. m. M. R.
Geo. H. Hunker
Cheater A Hunke
William. H. P.; F. O.
t Law.
Attorneys
Blood, Secretary.
La Vega.
New Mexlee-

pi, at
OPTIC'S

NUMBER, MAIN 2.

RANSFORO

CHAPTER

NO. 2, O. E.

first and third IMday in
LOCAL TIME CARD ,',
MonlS Temple. Mr. T. R Bowen,
Worthy Matron; Jame O. Rutledge
EAST BOUND
Worthy Patron; Mm Oeorc Tripp, Arrive
Secretary. Phone Mala 829, 120 No.
2.. 9:10 p. m... . 9:16 p.
, 0 rand avenue.
No. k4.. J1:US p m... .11:10 p.
No. 8..
1: IS a. m.. .
. I:2S a.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. 10..
45 p. m.. .
2:10 b.
102 Meet every Monday
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
WE8T BOUNu
8 o'clock.
are No. 1
Waiting member
1:20 p. m
1:46 p.
e. Qehring, No. 3
cordially welcome,
6:10 . m..
6:15 p.
J.
T.
president;
Buhler, secretary; No. 7
4:40 p. m.
4:G0 p.
C. IL Bally, treaanrer.
No, 9. .....6:35 p. m..
7:00 f.
V-- Mt

Wanted
wan USD

Girl for
work, wages $30.

general

house-

None
without
references considered. Apply at Op
tic office.

The Lover Gee! Toothache and
Men and teams for
raining. Ah!- what won't a slob do vvAJNi.u
fer love?
freighting lumber. Steady work;
good pay. Apply Leonard & Cousin.
HEARD IN A FLAT
East Lag Vegas Qr Sands, N. M.

waxsijlu

For Rant
Benham

a minute.

FOR RENT-

I'm j(oIng out of doom foi

Mrs. Benham What for?
Benham I want room to sneeze.
A HOT

- First

class Underwood
Telephone Olive 522.

typewriter.

PIANO for rent. Inquire Mrs. Stude- baker, 417" Eighth street

ONE
FOR RENT Suite
rooms
for light

location.
Brothers.
Good

of

furnished

housekeeping.

Price right Cutler

,

1

a

F LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets erery Monday evening
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend.
D. Fridenstine, N. G.
Frank Friee, V. G.; T. M. Elwood

.j'.

;

Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

C

,

GO DOWN

FOR SALE
$55.00.

FOR

RETAIL PRICES

No. 7 Remington
two ribbons, good as new,
See Ben Coles, City Hall.
Typewriter,

SALE

Buff

hair chicks,

$12
July 1.

filled until
ens, Humboldt,

...

tfiC9 lb, or Mora, Each Delivery
1,0M lbs. to 2.0CS lbs., Eaoh Doll vary .
2tS lb, t 1,00 lb Eaoi, D livery
6 lb, to 20 lb
Each Delivery
Lea Thn 6
Each Delivery

Plymouth Rock
per 100. Orders
'

AGUA PU

RA

Famous-Off- iV

Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk, County
of San Miguel, N. M.
To All
Whom
It May Concern,
.

Greeting:

inter-Toled-

He Snaggs went out in hlB new automobile for the first time yesterday.
She How did it turn out?
He That's the trouble it dldn'l
turn out. They turned Snaggs InU
the hcspital.

,

(

'

You are hereby notified that the
11th day of July, A. D., 1912, has been
fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
J. W. Corderman, Deceased.
In testMbny, whereof, 1 have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the probate 'court this 7th day of
May, A. D., 1912.
LORENZO DELGADO,

Clerk of the Probate Court.

7A1

wVj.

60

its

lfe.

10 lfe
1M iu
109 lbs,

ia

ifca.

n uuias
i.

w

ivenue.

V

eas "

l,JJH:

"Smith used to have a big head, but
he seems to have changed."
Last Will and Testament of J. W.
"He bad to; he moved into a flat
Corderman, Deceased
and he can't get anything large In it"
State of New Mexico, County of San
TOO BAD

30
. 4Do

par
per
par
per
per

COMPANY

Miscellaneous
ANYONE interested in the three day J
liquor cure can call at 616 Main St.

. 20c
. 2So

....

lb.

Mrs: M. E. StevKan.

THE Gatlin three days liquor cure
is a guaranteed cure. No bad after effects. 616 Main street. ,

at.

Leroy Thacker, Watertown, S. D..
says: T suffered with rheumatism
for over eight years, and it seemed at
times I would co crazv with nntn
Three bottles of Foley Kidney Pills
cured my rheumatism and I gladly recommend them." O. G. Shaefer, Red
Cross Drug Co.

BABY CHICKS Pure bred S. C. Reds F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuei.
day evenings each month, at Wooc"
10c.
Chicks from selected stock
Miss Antlque He asked me if I re
man hall. Visiting Brothers co?
15c.
All
strong,
chicks.
vigorous
membered the awful cold winter ol
dially invited to attend. A. U
Mrs.
Geo.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.
1869. Insulting, wasn't it?
Adler, President; E. C. Ward. S
Miss Caustique I guess he didn'1
retary.
mean to offend you. I guess he didn'1 FOR SALE Cheap, good clean separknow what a bad memory you have.
ator. Ackerman Dairy.

SWELLING HAD TO

n,

Poor appetite Is a sure sign of impaired digestion. A few doses of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets will strengthen your digestion and Improve your appetite. Thousands have been benefited by taking
these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.

1.

FOR SALE Three rugs, library ta-- '
ble, new set of University Ency
clopedia, pictures, etc. 614 Twelfth
Btreet. Telephone Main 5462.

m

m,

Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
was successful in receiving the overwhelming support of the voters in the
primary election. He also successful-- '
ly rid himself of a bad
of kidney
trouble by the aid of Fole Kidney
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills end they have given
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerJ. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. S4'
fully recommend them." What Foley
I. O. of B, B. Meet
every fir) Kidney Pills have done for Mayoi
Tuesday of the month in the vetr? Dahimaim they will do for any other
room of Temple Montefiore at i person bothered with backache, rheumatism, or any other form of kidney
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers r or
bladder trouble; Just try them lor
Isaac Appel quick and permanent results.
cordially invited
O. G.
President; Charles Greenclay. See Shaefer, Red Cross Drug Co.
re tary.
J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland
1
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNC
street,- - Wichita, Kansas, reports:
suffered from kidney troub', had se. NO.
8C4. Meets second and
for vere
pains across my back, and was
Thursday in O. R C. hall. Plon
all played out I began taking Toley
building. Visiting members are c
Kidney Pills and soon there was a dedially Invied. Peter Emenaker, G. cided Improvement.
Finally the pain
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
left entirely and I am fully cured of
all my kidney trouble." O. G. Shbae- -

I. O. O.

fcr Sale

v

.

Good single driving
horse. See McClanahan.
Rosenthal MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Furniture Co.
Meet in the forest of brother'
love at Woodmen of the Wor
WANTED People to try the three
hall, on the second and fourth
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Gat-Hday of each month at 8 p. m-- C. Ci.
of the Gatlin Institute of TriniConsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vi.
dad, Colo. Located at 616 Malnt
ing neighbor are especially
street.
come and cordially. Invited.
AGENTS wanted for the best ,sellers
on the market Arizona Sales
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.

a
a.

.

.

.

jWmrte

,rttf'mkm

ANT Ads '
Are Best

I

Market Finders

Classified ads. search out the
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the

pLtT CI wTh

That property you want to sell isWORTH
MOST to some
one who reads the ads. in this newspaper-a- nd
never"
hear of your property unless it were advertised would
here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
,
newspaoer
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)
books,
automob les
used machinery and furniture, article, of
usefulness of any
and
musical instruments.
sort,
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers
have come to
ss'
the

-

Harry

llartlo. Keeper
Iteord and Seal.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Res" '"pt ul
conclave)
co4
B. P. O ELKS
Mwid
Y,
day la each ma&th at M- fotirih Tu.ta.v efiniait
sonio Tempi at 7:30 p. mi, C. D.
month at 0 t
hU.
Boucher, 8. C; Ch&a. Tamme, R

LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
convoca
ARCH MASONS Ret-ala-r
tion first Monday la each

HI I

t.

NO

LODGE

DOHADO

EL

A. F.

KuUlt

M.

art cordially
RATES

HANDLKD

ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

GOODS

cnpTUTV nTDCrmDV

.

east along the fourth standard parallel north to the southeast corner "of
township seventeen north, range thir
teen east; thence north along the
surveyed and unsurveyed range line
between ranges thirteen and fourteen east, to its intersection with
the north boundary of the Pecos na
tional forest;, thence west along said
boundary to the point of inltersection with the surveyed and unsurveyed range line between ranges ten SET THE PACE IN RECEPTIONS
and eleven east; thence south along
said range line to point of beginning, Splendid Affair Given by United State
Ambassador Guild Dazzled St.
be set aside for the protection of
Petersburg Society,
game animals and birds, recognized
as a breeding place therefor, and
The German and Russian newspaknown as the Pecos national game pers bristle with reports concerning
an official reception by the American
refuge, in charge of the secretary of
ambassador at St. Petersburg, Curtis
agriculture.
Guild, in the splendid palac he occuSection 2. That all hunting, trap- pies, which was
formerly the resiping,, killing, or capture of game or dence of Count Orloff Denison. Not
other animals, birds, or fish upon the even Ambassador Leishman, glitter
lands or within the waters of the ing at the kaiser's court, could have
been more imposing. ,The ambassaUnited States within the limits of dor had
at his Bide a functionary
said areas, shall be unlawful, except from the
imperial court, who presentunder such
aa may be ed the guests. The ambassador's wife
prescribed by fthe secretary of 'agri- was beautifully gowned.
The guests were annouaced by a
culture; and whoever shall violate
servant from the imperial ministry,
any of the provisions of this act shall who wore a black
suit of eighteenth
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
century style, with a lace Jabot.
and upon conviction in any United
Mrs Guild was greatly fatigued, for
States court of competent jurisdic- she had to stand three hours with outtion, shall be fined not more than stretched hand in order that It might
$500 or be imprisoned for a period be kissed by all the men, according
to 'the Russian fashion.
not exceeding six months for each
In the great dining hall on the floor
offense, or shall suffer both fine and above, hung with pictures of the
of the last three centuries, was
imprisonment, ait the discretion of
the court: Provided, that the secre a surprise for the guests. Instead of
tary of agriculture may, when neces the usual tables with servants serv
champagne, there were models in
sary, authorize the capture therein ing
ice of a Russian farm house and an
of any mammals, birds, or fish for American cottage, lit with incandespropagation or exhibition, may au cent lights, from which flowed founthorize fishing with hook and line, tains of champagne.
The American
may. permit the collection of spec! cottage fountain bubbled with dry
mens for scientific purposes, and wine, while the Russian emitted a
fruity variety.
may exempt 'from protection and ae- stroy Buch species as he may deem
Real Eugene Aram.
injurious.
A sale of relics of Eugene Aram reSection 3. S"hat it is the purpose
minds us that Lord Lytton's Aram
of this act to protect game, mam- was a very different personage
from
mals and birds, and not to interfere him who was hanged at York, who,
with the operation of the local game judging from the published account of
laws as affecting private or stafte the trial, was merely a felon of the
sort. He associated with low
lands, to encourage the relntroduc-tio- n baser
married a low wife and
of elk or other big game, and to companions,
practiced swindling with a miserable
establish a game refuge to serve as creature whom in his younger days he
a breeding ground from which adja was associated with in stealing flower-rootfor they were both gardeners
cent parts of the national forests and
the public domain or other lands and finally murdered him to secure1 a
few pounds, the proceeds of a swindle.
may be restocked with game.
Aram possessed a vigorous intellect,
had mastered the learned languages,
had read every classic that came in
TAX PAYMENTS.
Notice Is hereby given that all un- his way, and, says a distinguished
writer, when the learned felon came
paid taxes of A. D. 1911, will. become to make his defense all Britain was
on
June 1, 1912, and on astonished by a piece of pleading
delinquent
and after July l, 1912, will be sub- which, if given to the public among
ject to 5 per cent penalty. The list the defenses and under the name of
of delinquent taxes will be made and Thomas Lord Erskine so celebrated
for this species of composition, would
published after July 1, 1912, penalties
not be deemed
of
certainly
and costa will be added, Judgment? the collection of its author.unworthy
recovered and property on which
taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Work For Kings.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9
The sphere of foreign affairs is one
1912.
in which a British monarch; for all his
EUGENIO ROMERO,
complete subordination to constitu-tutionTreasurer, San Miguel County, N. M
forms, still exercises real pow.
er. Unlike the late king, who was' his
own traveling ambassador, and whose
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- personality mde him welcome in the
ward for any case of Catarrh that capitals of Europe, George V. chooses
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh to work through his ministers, but
there is every reason to believe that
Cure.
the monarch's views will carry weight
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
with the cabinet. Situated as he Is
Toledo, 6.
above
party, the king may readily
We, the undersigned, have known
P. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, work for International friendship and
and believe him perfectly honorable peace without being accused of bein all business transactions and finan- traying the country's interests.
cially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
Biggest Thing In the World.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
" 'Fighting Bob' Evans," said a naHall's Catarrh Cure Is taken
val veteran of Washington, "had, like
O most fighters, a tender heart.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
" 'Fighting Bob' had a' specially tenstipatlon.
I once
der heart toward children.
heard him Bay, as he held his little
Lame back is unsually caused by grandchild's hand:
" 'A child is the
rheumatism of the muscles of the
biggest thing in the
hack, for which you will find nothing world. A ragged, emaciated, hungry
better than Chamberlain's Liniment "hild is to me bigger than a
For sale by all dealers.

ORDERS AND RECULAA DINNER1
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THE

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

LOBDY
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When you order your Ice from us,
you may rest assured that you are
getting "correct weight." If there Is
anything in which we take pride, It's
our honest dealing and the high quality of our Ice. We are out for business and If honesty, integrity and
quality, combined with reasonable
prices can get it we'll get the busi-
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514i Sixth St.
CUSTOM REPAIRING,
RUBBER HEELS Etc.
FINEST WORKMANSHIP

1

THEIR SOFT HEART

Or-lof-

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging

SEE JENSEN

of the Pecos national forest, describ
ed as follows:
Beginning ait the
southwest corner of township seventeen north, range elevn' east, New
Mexico principal1 meridian; thence

TOUCHED
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EVEN

good condition as the .Maroon garwas all smiles when be emei-f;eILLINOIS MAYORS MEET.
deners expect tb take their stand in
with the strond
111.,
day's hard' work
May ex. The anvanston,
llils section when 1,11 Arthur comes
well done. Ryan's beaming, confident nual
of tho Illinois Mayor's
to bat. It has not been learned who
fliuiit) plainly told the story that the assocla.' ion oiu'iied here today at the
Johnson's batting average is, but.
former Syracuse middleweight
exEvaii'itoii theater for a tsi'hhloit exaccording to the rumors. It is somepects to upset the dope aud land an- tending over two days. The opening
thing like Ty Cobb's.
other pugilistic sensation like he did sessiou this morning was devoted to
-'"i ncn mis ' memorable, game
Hssbanc! Declared Lydia E. when he brought Jeffries to defeat the welcoming exercises. After Maywill be pulled off is bard to.
the then seemingly Invincible Hob or Joseph E. Paden had delivered his
say as
Pinkham's
the .Maroons bave Siyimber of gann s
Fitzslmraong.
address of welconve on behalf of Khe
ReWould
Compound
COLORED CHAMPION
scheduled in the near future and
Treasurer Mark 'Lewis today an city, several of the visiting mayors
HAS A BALL
Her
store
Health,
more on tap. The Santa Fe ausrega-tioCLUB HE THINKS IS
LANIGAN HAS ARRANGED MATCH
nounced the opening of the ticket responded.
Theu Dr. Frank Hillings
A
And It Did.
will be here tomorrow and
JULY 3 BETWEEN ROLLER
sale and the filing of ringside reser- of Chicago addressed the
WINNER.
meeting on
AND DEMETREL.
Thursday and either Jhe government
vations, which have been accumulat- the subject of "What Shall We Do
"Four
Ashland, Ky.
years
I
H Is
ago
Indian
school of Alhu.U.T.ue or the
probable U,a,
seemed to have everything the matter ing to a tidy sum with checks and With Our
A h
Kplleptlcs,"
Among the
For the entertainment of the fight
crew will play bere on
with me. I had
money orders from all parts of the other speakers scheduled to address
ho world.
funs who will arrive here before ihe
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
d K T pi(.w
kidney trou- Country was begun. It is said that the meetings are Wm. J. Hagenau
ble and was so bad off
bout
Manager Plowman received' a let- date set for the Jbhnson-FlynLa8 Vig"8 Maroon.the advance sale has already passed of Wisconsin, Dean Walter E. Sum.
will ter
I could hardly rest
from the management of the Sac for the world's heavyweight pugilistic
the
$30,000 mark.
Secretary Arthur ner, chairman of the Chicago vice
or
I docday
red Heart college
M
game VtPtw efll lha
team of Denver championship, H. W Ijinlgan has
tored with all the Greiner will leave ton'ght for Chicago commission and Edward Harton,
.
CrS In thft "Tii...
..
S
r : best doctors in town to close Some contracts pertaining
.
asking for
between June 21 made arrangements for a wrestling
iiik. virrinko a
of the state 'water survey.
and July 7, Rnd u ig
the Mea(i
and took many kinds to the match. Jack Curley accom
n,y boy8 Mr
probabe t(mt a contest between Dr. B. F. Roller and
William Demetrel, better known as
of medicine but nothgame with his fast
panied by his wife, will leave tomoraggregation of
PYTHIANS AT MARTINSVILLE
school boys will be scheduled. Tom- the "reek demon." The match will
ing did any good un- row
morning for San f ranisco on a
I tried your
til
Martinsville, Va., May 28. Knights
my I.ockhard has assumed the man- ireiir in the boxing arena on be
Bimllar errand.
The moving picture of Pythias
remedy, Lydia
representing every lodge
of July 4. it will
port unify definit Plans
o a
E. Pinkham's V per A. contract has not as yet been granted of the
and
will lie made agement oi the Trinidad team
In the state are
organization
has written to Mr. Plowman
r uie contest, i
ex
should
affair
and
bo
table ftunnnund. Mv hushnnH aniil if to any one firm, but it looks a
asking "grudge"
of them accommany
gathered
here,
for
dates.
John Arthur Is Sairt to
Roller and the would restore my health and it has."
citing and classy.
though the Sellg company of Chicago panied
be some
their
to attend the
ladles,
by
Mrs.
met
Greek
Ashland,
five
May
of
and
a
Ky.
Wvatt,
thing
ball player,
years ago
they
will be awarded the plum.
B.ar
annua convention of the
There are nrobablv hundreds nf t.hnn.
OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY
been
have
Initial sacker, and as
sore
at
ever
each
other
bai, pjy,
sands of women in the United States
New Yorki May
grand lodge of the stale. The conP- -t
or hl8
28.The 8UrvlvIng since. On. July 3 they will even up who have
he
been benefitted by tins famous
trains,
vention will remain in session three
war
Livn
veterans of the Twenty-seconto get in & real
old scores. Lanlgan is a Saint liOttis old
game.
remedy, which was produced from
BRONSON AND MTARLAND
There are
and the members of the local
days
Xew
York
came
.even ball piayer8 ln tne
here roots and herbs over thirty years ago by
porting authority,, and
JohMon less- - than three-scor- regiment, numbering with
Indianapolis,
Ind., May 28. Hoosier Patrick Henry lodge, Knights of Pywoman
a
relieve
to
woman's
handle
to
from
news
the
Curley
fifth
suffering.
vu.ur, wmcn Johnson says will be
paraded
avenu and
Tlroadway this nftornooi; the training camps for a string u Read What Another Woman says: fight fans are looking forward with thias, and the citizens In general
enough to trim the Maroons, but for in
eager anticipation to the fight to be have arranged an attractive program
celobration of the fiftieth anniver- eastern papers. Were it not for tHL
Camden, N. J. "I had female trouappearances he will secur'
here tomorrow night between for the entertainment of the vlsftors.
staged
of
sary
the
ble
and
serious
a
and
was
displacement
departure of the regiment fact that Roller and Demetrel had
erB
Ll'l Arthur toPk a
trip to the for the front In '62.
and discouraged and unable to do my Packey McFarland of Chicago
tired
and The principal feature will be a banto
be
to
here
witness
the
planned
lmrK ywwday afternoon
work. My doctors told me I never could Ray. Bronson, the local fighter. It will quet in the Athletic hall on the fair
and on
Johnson-Flynbalttle it would have be cured without an
s
nacnarach sign on theJ
operation, but pe a
affair and will take grounds.
center neld fence returned to the "KITTY" LEAGUE OPENS SEASON been impossible to arrange a meet thanks to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
in
a
specially-buil- t
place
arena at the
Cairo, 111., Mj,y 28.-- The
ing of the two wrestling stunts.
Compound I am cured of that affliction
city to get measured for th nm. ,
baseball
Indlanapollg
The cltv
park.
and
recommended
have
to
more
it
an
Like
than
baseball league, poshoes offered by that firm rto the
army preparing to move
one of my friends with the best results. " Is now crowded with sport enthusiasts,
per pularly known as the
there
is
and
now
ln
hustling
son Knocking the nail over
"Kitty" league,
bustling
who have been attracted by tho big
Mrs. Ella Johnston, 324 Vine St
the
fence, as he Is confident that ne opened Us season todav with PreK. the training camps of Johnson and
want
vou
sneclul
automobile
advice
f
race of next Thursdaj-- , and
If
write
dent
Bassett and the seevral club own- Flynn as well as ln the downtown of
will win the prize.
E. Plnkhain Medicine Co. (confl- - the promoters of the
Lydia
fight expect to
ers optimistic over the outlook. The fices of Promoter Curley. Johnson
Since the announcement that Johndenlittl) Lyun, Mass. Your letter will have at least 15,00
at. the
spectators
circuit
of
the
is
Is
be
same
the
his
organization
read
and
busy
son was likely to play
answered by a ringside. Doth Bronson
opened,
unpacking
paraphernalia,
McFarand
against the as last year, with the
In
strict confidence. land
exception that which has been Idle since the me iroman aud held
Maroons the local ball
finished training today and arc
players are re- kvansville has the franchise
formerly morable Jeffries match nearly two
pairing the outfield fence, as they held
reported in the pink of condition for
by Fulton. For the Initial games years ago. The Filynn camp also as- weight boxer.
Ryan assumed com- the go. It will be their second meetcan't afford o run the risk of having
the "Big Smoke" making a home run Hopkinstfille appeared at Clarksvil!e, sumed a busy aspect, Flynn plainly mand of the camp and in a short ing in the ring. Their first encounter
faducah at Cairo and Evansville at sltowed his pleasure on he arrival time had everyone
willing to do his wok
by knocking the ball through a hole. Henderson.
piace in New Orleans nearly
The season will close La of Tommie Ryan and his protege, bidding.
This afternoon was spent three years ago, when
The far outfield is also hei
bor day.
they fought 20
imj0
Howard
Morrow, a classy middle- - In the casino gymnasium and Flynn rounds to a draw.
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KENTUCKY DRYS MEET.
Ix)u!sville, Ky., May 28 Many women are among the delegates to the
state convention of the Kentucky
prohibition party, whim was called
to order here this morning for the
purpose of nominating delegates to
(he national prohibition
convention
to be held at Atlantic City on July

10, and to name state congressional
candidates and presidential electors.
For the first time In the history of
this sta'te members of the Womvnn
Christian Temperance Union enjoyed
the right to vote at a state

ELKS AT HOT SPRINGS.
Hot Springs, Ark., Cay 28. The
its keys to the
city has delivered
Elks who are gathered bere from all
parts of the state to attend their annual state convention and for two
days the jolly visitors will be royally
entertained by the citizens. The delegates from Pine Bluff are working
hard to have Pine Bluff selected an
the place for the state convention of
19H.
It would surprise yon to know of
the great good that is being dons by
Chamberlain's Tablets. Darius Downey, of Newberg
Junction, N. B,
writes, "My wife baa been nslng
Chamberlain'! Tablets and finds them
very effectual and doing her lota of
good." If you have any trouble With
youf stomach o- - bowels give them a
trial. For sale hy all dealers.
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THREE FARCES BY W.
"TH E Q ARROTERS"-"T- H

E

D. HOW ELS:

HOUSE-TRAP- "

--

"A LIKELY STORY"

Three Jolly, Rollecking,
Farces Presented by the
Senior Class of the New Mexico Normal University
Mirth-provokin- g
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Furniture loaned
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A Mouse-TraA ToiiseA Chair
A W omarY
A 'Scream1
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Wednesday Evening 8:30 Sharp
TICKETS 35 & 50 cents
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CAS VfCA

Your Health and Strength

LOCAL NEWS

depends mainly on the quality of food you eat.
Which should always be Fresh, Clean and
Wholesome.
.

A

DAILY

Choice BLUE GRASS SEED

at Rosenthal hall Tuesday
nlsht. Cook will play the drums.
bee the attractive commencement
at Murphey'g drug store.

.

IHaid
Ludviig VJm.
Street,
DrUjo

A fancy box of Initial stationery
makea an Weal gift for the young lady
graduate. A big line at Murphey'g

AND

Tlioujjh Greatly

PHONE MAIN 379

book

The Champion of the World

I

drug store.

M

J.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

and Physically, the two most perfect men in the world, knew
what they were about when they selected
THE STOKE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Miss Marguerite Cavanaugh has entered the employ of Robert J. Taupert,
the jeweler, as bookkeeper, succeeding;
Ed Thias, who left recently for

The Best White Hope

Purveyors for their table

I HE

THE CASH GHOCER....

SARAT

2 CARTONS;ROR

cents

5

J. H. STEARNS
TO
PUR.E
THINGS

EAX

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

Quality

ETAIL VALUt
0.0d
nd or
We tmwhMed several arlonU et this befttttlftil dronr-wafas
an eioieslve deRlfra
to
nianutactnrer
ihn
enabled
give
parchwe
lam
'advertising
and a very low price. We are charging part of themocost
ana oniy
rLTuwKo ui
yua w pay
Buai
expense."
of a beautiful "Cosmos" tiesiRa aod cannot be dnpiioatedDotIn
sat. U
u in any retail china store, it is gmarauteed by
quality for less than
and
ouraelvea.
...
.
the manufacturer
o rioor. Bend us live
a
in every saca oi

Is our slogan. Turning
out a lot of fair work means

Not

Quantity

fitQULA

T

nothing to us.

lakabkk
coupon
we wm
eotiDona and S3 w in cash, draft, postal or expresa money order, ama
Mtiil vnil nnA of these beautiful seta by freight. Address coupoios and re
Mills Company,
Larabee
of
Flour
the
to
The
China
Department
mittance
.
Ra inrn fn writ vmiF nftmfl and atiffresR niftmiv.
...j.i,- - cn.aaLABABKB'S
Floar are also good for Rogers' fillverwars)
TBe ooupons in
Ask for descriptive circular.
know, is that "Mighty-Good- "

Turning out a lot, as we
are doing, of FINE work
means increased business,

and other valuable premiums

GERMAN-

that makes Baking a Delight.

Flour

ALL GRpCERS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.

FOR
SALE
BY

then

pleased customers,
more business and the rightly earned name,

The

Laoindry of Quality
At

the Home of the Best of Everyllilng EataMa

Las Veas Steam

for some of those Fancy Sausages
?
Fresh Pork Sausages t 1

Call

Smoked Fresh' Pork Sausages
Fresh Chilli Sausages

,

Our kind cost YOU no more.

t
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s
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4

Laundry

rT

t"hone Main 81 '617 Douglas

--

J

Bologna
Head Cheese,

;

Pickled Pigs Feet
All kinds of bulk Pickles

TBE

IMF I

ly giving any Information regarding
accommodations, points of Interest in
this awtinn of the country and all

other matters.
AH persons havng accommodations
should reporrto the office of the bu
reau, where the number of rooms, the
number of people the rooms will oc- commodate and th price will be list
ed. Persons desiring to obtain cots
and bedding can do so through Mr.
Sanchez. TJp to the present time acmnHations in private homes for
400 people have been listed.

FRESH STRAWBERRIES

a
Guadalupe Montoya and Ramon
were arraigned before Judge D.
R. Murray this morning on the charge
of drunkenness, and sentenced to 10
days on, the city chain gang. Ihey
were both arrested by Chief of Police
Ben Coles yesterday afternoon. Yesterday Charles Murdock was brought
before the court charged with having
been drunk and disorderly. He was
released on the payment of the costs.
e
Murdock claimed to be a special I
of a New Mexico newspaper and gave as an excuse for being
drunk, the information that all newspaper men had the habit of falling off
of the water wagon at regular periods.
John Ryan was brought before Judge
for being
D. R. Murray yesterday
drunk and was released on the payment of the coBts. Francisco Damis,
charged with! carrying a gun, was giv
en a suspended fine of $10 and released after paying the costs.

&

CEWEERliES DAILY
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& 30

$1.00 per dozen

Roses

$1.50 per dozen
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PERRY ONION & SON
-S-

EEDSMEN
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Ta-dlll-
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telegraphic rush.

For

tie Choicest

of

FRESH

BEEF IS HIGH

Kansas City, May 28, A carload of
1,368
hereford steers,
averaging
pounds, sold today on the local mar
ket for $9.30. This Is the highest
price ever paid in Kansas City for
cattle at this season of the year and
the record price except foe show or
Christmas cattle. A shortage of fed
cattle is given as the cause of the high

Carnations

HAYWARD CO; STOHE

STRAWS'

tonight, Davenport & DavFraternal Brotherhood
Ten cents adhall.
Don't forget.
mission, five cents a dance.

SANITARY
BAKERY
GOODS
Gq to

Liver Sausages

The more staple shapes in Panamas and Soft
Straws seem best for the more sedate. We have
any thing you want in the line of

LARGEST CAR GF
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Ever Received in Las Vegas

:

NOW READY FOR TOUR

INSPECTIONS
f

1

Three Floors of Quality Furniture and an Over
Stocked Ware House , Reasonably Priced in
Plain Figures, makes ours
THE LEADING FURNITURE STORE

J,

C.

CQAS

JOilNSEN

PICK

VEGAS

-

SON
J: J

'V.

-

Prices for May

'

The low crown wide brim sailor for the young
man is very popular.

at

PREPARING FOR RUSH.
Extensive improvements are being
made in the local office of the West
ern Union Telegrapn company m
preparation to handling the teiegrapn-i"HARVEYS" IS OPEN
tout on
rush pf the Johnson-FlynThirtieth season, Mr.' Harvey in July 4. C. R. Fisher, plant superincharge. Auto to carriage house; Wed- tendent of the company, is here with
nesday and "Saturday at a. m., return- a large corps of electricians, install
ing Bame day. For a.ssage phone ing additional dynamos
and other
Main 385 or leave order at Murphey's, equipment. The office is being remod
Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.elled and when all changes and additions have been made there will oe
INFORMATION BUREAU
facilities for working from 30 to 40
At the suggestion of the promoters operators. Sixty-fou- r
single wires
bout of July 4 will be run to
of the Johnson-Flyn- n
New York,
(Chicago,
and for the benefit of the general pub New Orleans, St Louis, San Francislie and the many visitors who are co and
many other of the large cit
and will be in Laa Vegas for the ex ies of the country.
hilbtion, a bureau of information nas
E. E. McCllntock, district commerbeen established in the office of the cial
superintendent, and B. L. Brooks,
Investment and Agency corporation division traffic,
superintendent, are
on the southeast corner of Sixth (Street also In Las
Vegas on business perand Douglas avenue. Felipe Sanchez taining to the handling of the coming
will have charge of the office, willing-

Frankfurter
Vienna

Our Stock is

Straw hat time is at last here.
just brim full of new things.

Dance

enport,

quotations.

Chilli Con Carne

Delayed

MM M, Jam

Llg-gett- 's

For sale, residence, 1016 Fifth
It was announced today that
street, S lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur
of
nished or unfurnished, good cellar Charles O'Malley, local promoter
will
have
'
Johnson-Flynthe
bot,
and
Cheap If taken In
charge of the seat sale in Ijas Ve
the, next few days.
Dr. E. L.'
gas for'the exhibition of July 4, and
all Meadow qiilyf fans desiring to
bout
The great snowfield on Elk mountain have seats reserved for the big
seven miles from Harvey s, as seen should see Mr. O'Mattey'.
from that place reminds one of AlasJOHNSON TO "UMP."
kan views. Elk mountain is about
Tomorrow afternoon the Las Vegas
12,000 feet above sea level and is one
of "the sights" visited by guests of Maroons will meet the Santa Fe agof
the neighboring resorts. '
gregation in the first of a series
The Las Vegas team
two games.
Superintendent Burrall of the Gal- - played the Capital CUy hoys Sunday
on
linag planting station and his assist- in the Ancient City and though
ant, A. E. Moss are about the busiest that occasion they outclassed them
Fe nine has
people In that vicinity at present. It is said that the Santa
and the
been
strengthened
In
materially
are
transplanting
They
engaged,
to be a fast
many thousand young pines, firs and game (tomorrow promises,
spruces from the nursery Into the one. Jack JohnBon, the "Big Smoke,"
Pecos forest about the bead of the is scheduled to umpire the game and
Tecolote and on the other side of the will no doubt prove a drawing card.
Las Vegas range at the head of El Johnson is. a baseball plaer and has
Toro creek. A considerable force of considerable experience as presiding
men is employed In this work which officer on the baseball 'tield. Howwill occupy a month.
ever, umpire or no umpire, it is
doubtful if any of the players of eithNOTICE.
er of the two teams will dispute the
All persons knowing themselves to decision of the champion as Jack is
be indebted to me will please call ready to take on any would-b- e
pugi
and settle by May 25. Dr. E. L.
list for a round or two. The game
will be called at 3:30 o'clock.
i.
Wilson Mills, son of
and Mrs. William J. Mills, has received the appointment as one of
the editors of the Michigan University Law ' Review. Mr. Mills, who
formerly attended Yale university. Is
now finishing his second year In the
Michigan law school and the appoint
ment, which is for next yeaf, is the
highest of all class honors.

-MILLED

Mur-phoy- 's

'

FREflf

EMPRESS, you

Mur-phey'- s

n

FLAKES
(If

Mr. and Mrs. Juan Baca are the
fountain pen makes a useful proud parents of a baby boy, born to
graduation cift for the young man them yesterday.
graduate. A good assortment at
Nothing nicer for the girl graduate
drug store.
than a box of fine stationary.
drug store has a splendid line.
Dance tonight. Davenport & Dav
Brotherhood
Fraternal
at
enport,
'
Hello! Where are you going?
hall. Don't forget. Ten cents adTo the White Kitchen to get a good
mission, five cents a dance.
25c meal. Home cooking. Open day
Record books,
graduation cards, and night.
dainty gift books, Initial stationery,
Send her a box of Llggett's choco
fountain pens, Huyler's candy,
all mako nice girts. lates for her graduation gift. It'a the
candy,
Best assortment In the city at Mur- - purest and best candy made. Fresh
at Murphey'a drug store.
phey's drug store.
A

v

The funeraf of Tobias Rivera, the
son of Jose Rivera, who died yesterday morning, occurred this afternoon
at 3 o'clock from the Church of Our
Interment was In
Lady of Sorrows.
Mount Calvary cemetery.

STRA17 HATS

30 cents per Pound

Try a arnnx of Old Taj lor bourDoo

at the Opora Bar.
Dance

fp7
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DEBATE AT NORMAL
The affirmative side of the question
of Resolved, that women should pos
sess and exercise all rights and privileges now possessed by man, and the

negative side of the question of Resolved, that the recall should be applied to all elective and appointive of
ficers In New Mexico, carried off the
honors in the debating contest at the
Normal hall last night. The affirmative on the question of woman's rights
was taken by Miss Aurora Lucero
and Mlaa Cora Beale Key., and. the
negative was defended by Miss . Myrtle Elinor Skaggs and Miss Phoebe
T. Russell. Frank H. H. Roberta and
Chesley Thomason appeared on tho affirmative side of the question of the
general recall of officers while the
negative was defended by Lee. MoCul-loug- h
and Clare Koogler.
Charles Ilfeld will give as a prize
for the best debator in the "contest
last night a set of Robert Louis Stevenson's works and E. G Murphey will
present a handsome book to the one
who Is chosen to represent the Normal University In the annual .oratorical contest to be held In' Albuquerque

The Butterfly." "Barcarolle." a
by Misa Liva Llchty and Leon Guy
was beautifully sung and "The Ros-

ary," a bass solo by J. C. Baker, concluded the program.. Miss May
Ross,
the instructor of elocution In the
school, gave a reading, which was
greatly enjoyed.
A special train of three cars carrying F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division
superintendent; J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the western grand division
and C. F. Cuyler, one of the directors
of the Santa Fe, will pass through
Las Vegas tonight en route from Albuquerque to Denver. The Santa Fe
offlcialg will' leave the Duke City at
8

o'clock

this

evening.

A special train of 11 cars carrying
members of the Electric Light association will pass through Laa Vegas
tomorrow morning at 6 o'clock en
route from New York City to Seattle.
Wash., where a convention of tho association will convene early In June.
There are 120 passengers on the train
which is making the trjp by way of
;
The decision, regard- the Pacific coast
next November.
ing these is in the hands of the judges
of the contest last night, Mrs.- Hallett
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY. ;
Raynolds, William Springer and Rufus
Meade, and will be announced Thurs- LOST Diamond
shaped fraternity
day night, on the occasion of, the anpin with E. "W. L. engraved on back.
nual commencement' The decision as
Reward.
Return to Optic.
to who will represent the Normal in'
the state oratorical contest. .wiJl.be WANTED Quick !
Thoroughly exmade from the debaters of last night,
perienced house to house canvasser
the honor being awarded to the best for newest and greatest necessity
orator of the evening. This plan for of this age. Right party can make
the selection of the Normal represea-tatlv- e $50 to $103 weekly during the next
is a new one, but as It will
few weeks. Act quickly; male or fegive the entire summer for the winmale. Give references and experiner to prepare his speech, It should
ence. Address Box 1S3, East Las

prove successful.
It
Vegas.
A beautiful musical program. w;i3
rendered last night In addition to the LOST A bunch of keys. Return to
M. C. Young's bicycle store.
program of debating. Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Instructor of Instrument1044
SALE Saddle
pony.
al music at the Normal played two FOR
Fifth street.
piano solos, "To a Wild Rose" and
v

